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abstract
The purpose of this paper is to search for the possible geometrical origin of the cosmological constant based
on the MacDowell{Mansouri gravity, which was rst proposed in 1977 as a method of treating gravity
just like other interactions in the sense of gauge theory, namely, starting from a quadratic Lagrangian. In
order to realize this project, we introduce mathematical instruments, namely the vector bundle theory in
rst and, after trying to apply this instrument to describe the Einstein's general theory of relativity, the
principal bundle theory, in second. Also the latter theory will be applied to describe the Yang{Mills gauge
theory. Finally, in the last few sections, we introduce the Klein{Cartan gauge theory and its reductive case
including the Inonu{Wigner contraction, and the MacDowell{Mansouri gravity of the FLRW-spacetime
in vacuum as an application of the Klein{Cartan gauge theory. In these last few sections we show that the
cosmological term is a priori contained in the theory, and when we perform the Inonu{Wigner contraction
the cosmological term drops out, and then we came back to the Einstein's original theory. The physical
idea is given by the title of this paper. My thesis is devoted to a mathematical realization of this idea,
based on the existing literature about the gauge theory of gravity.
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2
1 Introduction
In the early of the 20th century, A. Einstein had established two progressive theories, special theory of
relativity in 1905 and general theory of relativity in 1915. Accounting for quantum mechanics, which has
originated by many of physicsits such as W. K. Heisenberg, E. R. J. A. Schrodinger, W. E. Pauli, P. A. M.
Dirac, N. H. D. Bohr and others, this was the begining of the modern physics. Einstein's special theory
of relativity and quantum mechanics with unied form into quantum elds theory including Yang-Mills
theory has been achieved. Many of successes to describe nature but Einstein's general theory of relativity
has been described with no quantum phenomena, namely, mostly cosmology, although there are two
big problems: dark energy and dark matter [1]. One reason is accounting for Heisenberg's uncertainty
principle and Schwarzschild's solution of Einstein's equation, when we consider physics with the scale
of 10 35m, general theory of relativity does not work correctly. In this scale we need quantum gravity.
Hence, we gather problems of Einstein's general theory of relativity as follows:
1. Dark energy
2. Dark matter
3. Quantization.
The rst problem may be treated separately from the rest problems because -CDM model, which is
the most successful model of modern cosmology [1], realize the role of dark energy by using the so-called
cosmological constant introduced rst by A. Einstein in 1917 [2], although he removed this term because
E. Hubble discovered in 1929 that the universe is expanding [3]. After the long period from these days,
in 1998 it is revealed by observing the led shift of type Ia-supernova [4] [5] that our universe is not only
expanding but also accelerating, and the observed value of  is extremely small,   10 52m 2. In order
to account for this phenomena, the cosmological constant came back into again the Einstein's equation:
R   1
2
Rg + g = 8GNT ; (1)
where GN is the Newton constant.
However, a problem occured simultaneously. Einstein's general theory of relativity is constructed
upon three principles:
1. Conservation law of energy-momentum 1
2. General relative principle
3. Equivalence principle.
The second principle means physical laws must be independent from choosing coordinate systems, which
comes from generalizing the Lorentz covariance on special theory of relativity into the cases with any
coordinate transformation, and this principle is easily realized by using tensors. The third principle plays
the essential role in general theory of relativity to combine gravitation, and this priciple suggests that
spacetime is described in terms of Riemannian manifold equipped with a Lorentzian metric and Levi-
Civita connection satisfying two conditions: metric-preserving and torsion-free. Essentialy, equivalence
principle has the same meaning to torsion-free condition. The rst physical law gives the guiding principle
to relate matters with the spacetime structure when one derives Einstein's eld equation through the
method of generalizing Poisson's gravitaional equation.
In order to understand the reason of the necessity for the dark energy in more detail, we sketch the
derivation of Einstein's equation. First, we should reveal the physical meaning of a metric tensor and the
Levi{Civita connection by considering Newtonian limit of geodesic equation:
du
dt
+  u
u = 0; u =
d(t)
dt
(2)
where components of the Levi{Civita connection are given by
  =
1
2
g (@g + @g   @g) ; (3)
and (t) is the trajectory of the particle moving in the spacetime. Then, we gain Newtonian limit by
imposing four conditions on the metric: 1. we have g =  + h for eciently small dierence h
where  = diag( 1;+1;+1;+1), 2. the metric is stationary, 3. the metric is static, 4. the velocity
of the particle is eciently smaller than the light velocity. Then we get the following formula after
straightforward calculations
d2i
dt2
=   i00;  i00 =  
c2
2
@ih00: (4)
1Strictly speaking, we need not this condition because of Noether's theorem, but in early days it was needed because
this theorem rst proved in 1915 and published in 1918. So, Einstein was not able to account for it in his theory.
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Thus, comparing with the Newtonian case
d2i
dt2
=  @i() (5)
we get
h00() =   2
c2
(); g00() =  1  2
c2
() (6)
where () is the Newtonian gravitational potential along the path . This result suggests that the
metric corresponds to the gravitational potential and the Levi{Civita connection corresponds to the
gravity. Second, we guess the eld equation of the gravity by accountung for Poisson's gravitational
equation
() = 4GN(): (7)
Using T00 = c
2(), where () is the mass density, and the second formula of (6), we get
 g00 = 8GN
c4
T00: (8)
From here, we consider physical generalization of the above equation
G =
8GN
c4
T (9)
where G saties three conditions that they come from the third guiding principle and Poisson's gravi-
tational equation: 1. G is divergent-free 2-rank covariant tensor, 2. G contains 2nd-derivative of the
metric, 3. In Newtonian limit G must come back to  g00. From the 2nd condition we may recall
Riemannian curvature tensor
R = @ 

   @  +         (10)
and accounting for the 1st condition we may contract the Bianchi identity
5[R] = 0 (11)
into the divergent-free 2-rank covariant tensor:
G = R   1
2
gR: (12)
The third condition can be veried after straightforward calculations under the condition of the Newtonian
limit given in the above. Hence we have the Einstein equation:
R   1
2
gR = 8GNT : (13)
Note that, from the above derivation, guiding principles do not derive the cosmological term. Thus, taking
account for this statement, we should interpret the cosmological term to be some energy by rewriting the
equation (1) into
R   1
2
Rg = 8GN (T   g) (14)
where  is dened by =8GN .
On the other hand, the philosophy of general theory of relativity has contributed to construct math-
ematics for gauge theory. This project was mostly carried out by H. K. H. Weyl from 1918 to 1929
involving quantum mechanics, although his rst study proposed in 1918 did not contain any physical
guiding principle and he always aimed to unify gravitation with electromagnetism in pure mathematical
ways [6].
In 1918, he proposed a paper which included the prototype of the gauge principle. In modern language,
his theory is arranged in the following: suppose that we have a ber bundle P 
 TM equipped with a
connection D = A +  , where P is a principal bundle equipped with a connection A of the structure
group U(1) over a compact manifold M , where M is equipped with a conformally equivalent Lorentz
metrics denoted by [g] = fg : g = e2gg and D acts on g as Dg =  2A
 g for 1-form A = Adx on M .
  is the Levi-Civita connection in the general theory of relativity. Also suppose that we have a smooth
path given by  : [0; 1]!M . Then we have a holonomy2
H(D; ) = P exp

 
Z t
0
D (0(s)) ds

(15)
2This concept is briey summrized in the Appendix D
4
where t 2 [0; 1] and we denote path-ordering as P. In this case H(D; ) transport u(0) parallelly to u(t)
by u(t) = H(D; )u(0), but it diers from the pure case of the general theory of relativity due to the
existence of the term corresponding to A, namely, this term causes to occur a dierent history in the
sense that moving two object in adjacent world points at begining and ending depends on its tragectory.
This is contradict with Einstein's theory of relativity.
On the other hand, his paper also involved the origin of the gauge principle. Let us consider the
transformation: g ! g = exp(2)g and verify A of Dg =  2A 
 g by comparing with Dg =  2A 
 g.
Then we gain
A = A  d: (16)
This is just gauge transformation of electromagnetism. Namely, only gauge classes have absolute meaning.
In addition to this, Weyl introduced the functional
S(g;A) =  1
4
Z
M
Tr (
 ^ ?
) (17)
where 
 = F +R is the curvature of the connection D, F and R are curvatures of A and  , respectively.
Unfortunately, although this action derive the action of electromagnetism, but does not lead the Einstein-
Hilbert action
SEH =
1
16GN
Z
M
d4x
p gR: (18)
Weyl's theory was failure as a unication theory of gravitation with electromagnetism but he emphasized
that one should consider an action which is invariant under gauge transformations. In fact, (17) is gauge
invariant. This is the begining of the history of the gauge principle.
In 1929, Weyl submitted a paper again with a little bit change about the gauge principle, and which
includes the new idea of combining Dirac-spinor by using tetrad formalism in the general theory of relativ-
ity. In this paper he suggested that the gauge principle does not unify gravitation with electromagnetism
but combine charged-matters with electromagnetism, and he revised (15) into U(1)-elements:
H(D; ) = P exp

 i
Z t
0
D (0(s)) ds

: (19)
This theory coincides exactly the gauge principle in current days. His motivation was, however, always
to unify gravitation with electromagnetism, so he did not move forward.
In 1954, C. N. Yang proposed a paper which is nowadays called the Yang{Mills gauge theory based
on the gauge principle. Yang had met Weyl and discuss from time to time in the next year 1949-1955
as a young fellow and Yang inherited Weyl's spirit, namely, the gauge principle, although he completely
neglected gravitation [6]. This was the dawn of modern (quantum) eld theory.
In this paper, we start with introducing the modern language of gauge theories, namely, dierential
geometry of connections in terms of ber bundle. In the section 2 we construct the vector bundle theory in
details and in the section 3 apply this mathematical theory to the Einstein's general theory of relativity.
In this section we see that the Einstein's equivalent principle restricts the mathematical language of
describing spacetime to Riemannian manifold, but not Cartanian manifold, namely, spacetimes does not
have the quantity of torsion. Furtheremore, we sketch briey exact solutions of the Einstein's equation
and the case with the phenomenological term, namely, the cosmological term. In the section 4 we rst
present the principal ber bundle. This mathematical theory is the fundation of the Yang{Mills gauge
theory and also of the Klein{Cartan gauge theory. After this project, we present the Yang{Mills gauge
theory in classical level and, in the section 5, the Klein{Cartan gauge theory. Especially, about for
the latter gauge theory, we focus to understand its reductive case including the so-called Inonu{Wigner
contraction. Finally, in the last section 6, we discuss the purpose of this paper, namely, the MacDowell{
Mansouri gravity as an application of the reductive-Klein{Cartan gauge theory to describe the FLRW-
spacetime in vacuum case. In this section we see that the cosmological term is a priori contained in the
theory and, if we perform the Inonu{Wigner contraction, the cosmological term drops out and we come
back to the original Einstein's theory.
2 Vector bundles and their calculus
In this section we present basic mathematics for gauge theory, namely, dierential geometry of connections
in terms of ber bundle. We assume through this section that all manifolds appeared in the sequel have
the property of para-compactness. This property is needed for calculations. This section is owing almost
to references [9], [12], [10].
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2.1 Fiber bundles
Let E, M be smooth manifolds and  be a dierentiable onto-map from E to M . Then we dene a ber
bundle to be a structure (E;M; ) and we call E, M , and  the total space, the base space and the
projection map, respectively. In this case we have
E =
[
p2M
Ep (20)
where Ep for p 2M is called a ber over p 2M given by
Ep   1(p) = f 2 Ej() = pg: (21)
Note that Ep \ Ep0 =  if and only if p 6= p0 and this is suggesting that (20) is a disjoint union. This is
the reason why we call this structure a ber bundle.
In order to dene vector bundles in the next section, also let us dene three concepts, trivial bundles,
bundle (iso-)morphisms and local trivializations. First, for given two manifols M and F , we dene a
trivial ber bundle over M with standard ber F to be a Cartesian product E =M  F equipped with
the projection map given by 3
 : E =M  F !M ; (p; ) 7! p: (22)
Then, the ber over p 2M is given by Ep = fpgF . Note that for each ber Ep there exists a canonical
map  : Ep = fpg  F ! F ; (p; ) 7!  and this becomes a dieomorphism.
Second, let (E;M; ) and (E0;M 0; 0) be two ber bundles. Then we dene a bundle morphism from
the rst to the second to be a map  : E ! E0;Ep 7! E0(p) together with a map  : M ! M 0. In
this case, since we can verify that the map  or  is uniquely determined by the commutative relation
0   =   , thus it suces to consider either  or . In addition to this if the both of maps  and 
are dieomorphisms then we call this the bundle iso-morphism. When there are two ber bundles which
are isomorphic each other these bundles can be identied.
Third, suppose that we have a ber bundle (E;M; ) and a smooth manifold F . Then, a local
trivialization is a bundle isomorphism such that
 : EU ! U  F ;Ejp 7! fpg  F (23)
for each point p 2 M and a neighborhood U of p 2 M . In this case we always think of this bundle as
trivial bundle on each open set U of M . Then we say the ber bundle to be locally trivial with standard
ber F 4 .
As a nal note on this section, notice that ber bundles just describe quantities which are provided
some physical eld because if we take M as a spacetime manifold then for each point of M there exist
smooth-corresponding quantities living in E. To make more precise this statement, let us introduce the
concept of sections of a ber bundle (E;M; ). We dene a section s of the ber bundle (E;M; ) to be a
dierentiable map fromM to E such that s(p) 2 Ep for each point p 2M . This denition, of course, also
means that s = IdM . Here notice that this is a natural generalization of ordinary functions, or physical
elds, because we can get a section by considering a smooth function on M , and vice versa, as follows:
suppose that we have a trivial bundleMF overM with the projection map  :MF !M ; (p; ) 7! p.
Then, from a smooth function f :M ! F , we gain a section such that
s :M !M  F ; p 7! (p; f(p)): (24)
Conversely, if we have a section s then we also get a smooth function which is dened by (24).
2.2 Vector bundles
Let (E;M; ) be a ber bundle. Then we dene a vector bundle (E;M; ) as satisfying following two
properties:
1. For each point p 2 M , the ber Ep =  1(p) is a vector space on K = R or C of dimension n and
the dimension does not depend on each point of M .
2. For a neighborhood U of p 2M , there exists a local trivialization
 :  1(U)! U Kn (25)
such that ber-wise linear map.
3One can also choose an algebra K as a substitute of a manifold F .
4In general, we also dene a local trivialization not only for a manifold F but also for an algebra K.
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Then we also dene a vector bundle (iso-)morphism to be a bundle (iso-)morphism with satifying ber-
wise linearity 5 6 . Vector bundles, of course, inherit sections from its original ber bundle. In particular,
in the cases of vector bundles, since vector space have its zero-element uniquely, thus there always exists
a section which maps p to zero-element 0p for each point p 2 M and we say it a zero-section. The
noteworthy point of sections of a vector bundle is that, since, in local, we can identify the vector bundle
with U Kn ' Kn, thus we always have a basis of sections such that i-th entry is 1 and all other entries
are 0:
i(p) = (0;    ; 0; 1|{z}
i th entry
; 0;    ; 0): (26)
In general, transforming this basis by using matrices just like the linear algebra theory, we get easily any
other basis.
In order to describe the structure of the vector bundle (E;M; ) in terms of matrix Lie groups, let us
introduce transition functions of the vector bundle for an open covering fUg2I of M . As stated in the
above arguement, speaking in local case, for each point p 2 M there exist two open set U, U and U
with satifying p 2 U\U\U , since we can always identify the vector bundle with UKn, UKn and
U Kn, i.e., Kn. Similarly, although we have three local trivializations given by  : EjU ! U Kn,
 : EjU ! U Kn and  : EjU ! U Kn, then we dene a transition function between U Kn
and U Kn to be
(p)  (p)   1 (p) : Kn ! Kn (27)
(other couples are dened in the same way) with satisfying the consistency conditions:
(p) = 1 (28)
(p)  (p) = (p): (29)
These conditions also means that for all p 2M we have
(p)
 1
= (p): (30)
Notice that (27) is implying that transition functions take its value in the matrix Lie group GL(n;K)
because the rst condition of the denition of vector bundles ensure that each determinant of transition
functions are not 0. Conversely, suppose that we have an open covering fUg2I and transition functions
 : U \ U ! GL(n;K). The latter, in other words, means that we choose a Lie group. Then we can
make a disjoint union
D =
G
2I
U Kn (31)
and dene an equivalence relation  between elements (p; ) and (q; ) of D as satisfying two conditions:
1. p = q where p 2 U and q 2 U 2. there exsits a transition function  on U \ U such that
 = (p) where p 2 U \ U . The latter condition means that we use transition functions as a
identier. Let us denote the equivalent class as [p; ] on U. Hence we can consider the quotient space
consisted of equivalent classes [p; ], namely,
E =
[
2I
[p; ] 
G
2I
U Kn=  : (32)
We can easily verify, by checking the denitions, that this is a vector bandle E overM with the projection
map  : E !M ; [p; ] 7! p 2 U.
Here, notice that choosing transition functions is the same thing to constructing a vector bundle.
This also means that, introducing a metric into a vector bundle, the Lie group GL(n;K) can be restricted
into its Lie subgroup. For example, let us consider the metric g(i(p); j(p)) = ij(i), where (i) =  1
for i = 1; 2;    ; s or (i) = +1 for i = s + 1; s + 2;    ; n, with depending smoothly on p 2 M , where
i(p) (i = 1; 2;    ; n) are local basis of sections. Then we can easily verify that transition functions are
satistfying (p)
t
(p) = 1 in the case of K = R or (p)y(p) = 1 in the case of K = C. This
suggests that transition functions live in O(n  s; s;R) or U(n  s; s;C), respectively 7 .
5In the sequel we will not mension to it but, of course, we can always think about (iso-)morphism-ness of its algebric
structure.
6Also, here, one can mension to the generalization of the above denition, although in many situation appeared in physics
it is sucient to treat the cases of K = R or C. In the above denition we restrict the algebra K into R or C, but in generaly
speaking, it suces to include the algebric structure of ring, so in this case the condition of vector space in the above is
replaced by the condition of right-acting K-module and we call the bundle a K-valued ber bundle or a ber bundle on K.
This viewpoint becomes important to argue these theories explicitly based on the group representation theory.
7Furtheremore, in the case of the metric g(i(p); j(p))  det (i(p)j(p)) = ij(i), where (i) =  1 for i = 1; 2;    ; s
or (i) = +1 for i = s + 1; s + 2;    ; n, we have SL(n   s; s;K), while, in the case of the metric g(i(p); j(p))  ij(i),
where (i) =  1 for i = 1; 2;    ; s or (i) = +1 for i = s+ 1; s + 2;    ; n = 2s, we have Sp(2s;K). All of these Lie groups
are so-called classical Lie groups. Note that O(n   s; s;R) and U(n   s; s;C) are Lie subgroups of SL(n   s; s;K), and
SL(n  s; s;K) is a Lie subgroup of GL(n;K). Similarly, Sp(2s;K) is a Lie subgroup of GL(n;K).
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2.3 Vector bundle constructions
In this section we construct a few basic vector bundles, namely, induced-vector bundle, dual vector bundle,
direct-sum vector bundle, vector sub-bundle, tensor-product vector bundle and form vector bundle. The
method of making these vector bundles consists commonly of three steps : 1. Dene the total space, 2.
Dene the projection map, 3. Check the transition function to verify the corresponding Lie group 8.
First, let us suppose that we have a vector bundle (E;M; ) with transition functions  : U\U !
GL(n;K) on an open covering fUg2I of M :
1. Induced-vector bundle
Suppose that we have another manifold M 0 with a dieomorphism f : M 0 ! M . Then we can make
a new vector bundle, the so-called induced-vector bundle, from (E;M; ) by considering that the total
space is given as E0 = f(p0; )jf(p0) = ()g together with the canonical projection map 0(p0; ) = p0.
Since each element of the induced-vector bundle is pulling back of the corresponding element of the
vector bundle E by f , namely, we have E0 = fE under conditions: (f) (p0) =  (f (p0)) ;  2 Ef(p0).
Transition functions of the vector bundle (E0;M 0; 0) are given by 0  f : U 0 \ U 0 ! GL(n;K) on an
open covering fU 0g2J of M 0, where U 0 = f 1U.
2. Dual vector bundle
Since each ber Ep for p 2 M is a vector space, there is the corresponding dual space Ep . Then,
considering E  Sp2M Ep as the total space and  : E !M ;Ep 7! p as the projection map, we gain
the dual vector bundle (E0;M; ). Transition functions are given by (p) = (p)
t 1
: U \ U !
O(n;K) with the case K = R, or (p) = (p)
y 1
: U \U ! U(n;K) with the case K = C. In order
to check this, it suces to notice that the dual basis is orthonormal.
Next, also suppose that we have another vector bundle (E0;M; 0) with transition functions 0 :
U \ U ! GL(n;K) on an open covering fUg2I of M :
3. Direct-sum vector bundle
Since for each point p 2M we have the ber Ep and the ber E0p, we can consider the direct-sum of these
bers, EpE0p. Thus, considering EE0 
S
p2M EpE0p as the total space and ~ : EE0 !M ;Ep
E0p 7! p as the projection map, (E  E0;M; ~) becomes a vector bundle. We call it direct-sum vector
bundle of (E;M; ) and (E0;M; 0). Transition functions are given by   0 : U \U ! GL(n;K).
4. Quotient vector bundle
If each ber E0p is always a subspace of Ep we can consider the quatient space Ep=E
0
p. Thus we get
a vector bundle (E=E0;M; ~), for the total space E=E0  Sp2M Ep=E0p and for the projection map
~ : E=E0 ! M ;Ep=E0p 7! p. In order to gain transition functions, extending a basis of E0p to a basis of
Ep, and it suces to choose smooth maps ~ : U \U ! GL(dim(Ep)  dim(E0p);K) corresponding to
the basis of Ep=E
0
p, where p 2 U \ U . We can do this because of Ep = E0p  Ep=E0p.
5. Vector sub-bundle
When the projection map 0 satises following two conditions: 0  jE0 and 0 1(p) is vector subspace
of  1(p) for all p 2 M , we say the vector bundle (E0;M; 0) to be a vector sub-bundle of (E;M; ).
Note that, in this case, since we automatically gain the quotient vector bundle (E=E0;M; ~), we gain
transition functions from the above arguement 4, namely, it suces to choose transition functions ~ :
U \ U ! GL(dim(E0p);K) corresponding to the basis of E0p in the above arguement 4.
6. Tensor-product vector bundle
Since for each point p 2M we have the ber Ep and the ber E0p, we can consider the tensor-product of
these bers, Ep 
 E0p. Thus, considering E 
 E0 
S
p2M Ep 
 E0p as the total space and ~ : E 
 E0 !
M ;Ep
E0p 7! p as the projection map, (E
E0;M; ~) becomes a vector bundle. We call it tensor-product
vector bundle of (E;M; ) and (E0;M; 0). Transition functions are given by  
 0 : U \ U !
GL(n;K)
GL(n;K).
7. Endomorphism vector bundle
Since, for each point p 2 M , Ep is a vector space, thus we can consider endomorphisms End(Ep) of Ep.
Then we obtain a vector bundle (End(E);M; ~), for the total space End(E)  Sp2M End(Ep) and for
the projection map ~ : End(E)!M ; End(Ep) 7! p. In order to derive transition functions, it is sucient
to use the relation
End(E) ' E 
 E: (33)
This theorem is easily veried by considering the canonical isomorphisms i(p)
j (p) : Ep ! Ep; (p) 7!
j (p) (((p)) i(p) where i = 1; 2;    ; n = dim(Ep) for any p 2 M . Hence, transition functions are given
8Strictly speaking, we must prove that the total space constructed from a vector bundle given has a manifold structure,
but we will cut these proofs. The point of proofs is the use of the atlas of charts of the base space manifold and transition
functions, or/and canonical maps. An example is given in the next section as a footnote.
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by  
 y( t)
 1
for K = C (K = R).
8. Wedge-product vector bundle and exterior-algebra vector bundle
Preparing k-th copied-vector bundles (E;M; ) and constructing the tensor-product vector bundle (E 

  
E;M; ~), we gain the wedge-product vector bundle (Vk E;M; ~) by alternating E
  
E, namely,Vk
E  P2Sk sgn()E 
    
 E where Sk is the k-rank symmetry group. Transition functions are
given by det() : U \U ! K. Also we can construct the exterior-algebra vector bundle (
V
E;M; ~0)
by considering the direct-sum vector bundle of
Vk
E for all k = 1; 2;    ; n = (the dimension of bers),
i.e,
V
E  Lnk=1Vk E. Transition functions are given by Pnk=1 det((k) ) : U \ U ! K where (k) is
the transition function of (
Vk
E;M; ~).
2.4 Dierntial forms, Hodge star operators and valued-forms
Let us introduce the tangent bundle (TM;M; ) with the dimension of each ber as n, where the total
space is dened by TM  Sp2M TpM and the projection map is given by  : TM ! M ;TpM 7! p 9 .
From the previous section, we can consider the exterior-algebra vector bundle of the bual vector bundle
of TM , i.e.,
V
T M . Then we dene the dierential form to be the section of
V
T M and dene the
exterior derivative
d :
^k
T M  !
^k+1
T M (34)
with the following properties hold 10 :
1. d :
V0
T M  ! V1T M agree with the following properties: for any f , g, h 2 C1(M) and any  2 K
d(f + g) = df + dg; d(f) = df; (f + g)dh = fdh+ gdh; d(fg) = (df)g + f(dg): (35)
2. For all !,  2 VT M and  2 K
d(! + ) = d! + d; d(!) = !: (36)
3. For all ! 2 VpT M and  2 VT M
d(! ^ ) = d! ^ + ( 1)p! ^ d: (37)
4. For all ! 2 VT M
d(d!) = 0: (38)
Next, let us introduce Hodge star operator. Let g be a metric on M with a signature (s; n   s).
Then we rst dene a inner product of p-forms to be
< ;  >= det(< ;  >) (39)
for the ordinary inner product of 1-forms < ;  >= g , where ;  2 VpT M . Accounting for this,
we dene a Hodge star operator ? to be a linear operator
? :
^p
T M !
^n p
T M (40)
satisfying
 ^ ? =< ;  > ?1; (41)
where ?1 is a volume form of the base manifold M . For example, we always have a canonical volume
form given by
?1 =
p gdx1 ^    ^ dxn: (42)
Also, we can show that this denition is the same to the following formula in terms of the index notation
?(e1 ^    ^ ep) = sign(1;    ; n)(1)    (p)ep+1 ^    ^ ein (43)
where sign(1;    ; n) is the signature of permutation and () is the -th signature of the metric g .
The Hodge star operator has the following basic properties
9As an example of a proof on the total space has manifold structure, let us prove TM is a manifold. Suppose that the
base space M is equipped with an atlas of charts  : U ! Kn, where  is an integer of an open cover fUg2I of the
M . Let us set an open set of TM as V  fv 2 TM j(v) 2 Ug together with a chart . Here, note that each elemnt of
TM is lived in V for some integer . Then, we dene maps   : V ! Kn  Kn; v 7! (((v)); ()(v)) for all  and
dene topologies fOa g2I;a2J for TM to be that for each U, V has an open cover fOa ga2J such that   (Oa ) is an
open subset of Kn  Kn. For this topotogy fOa g2I;a2J , TM has a manifold structure. Notice that from this proof TM
has dimension 2n.
10Strictly speaking, we must prove its well-dened-ness, by using the partision of unity. The procedure is very sipmle: 1.
Dene a fomula, which we want to prove on the whole of M , on an open set U ofM , 2. Since for the open set U there exists
a nite open cover of U , we can take a partition of unity of the cover. This is possible because M is now para-compact, 3.
Just compute it together with Leibniz rule and we will nish the proof.
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1. For a p-form  = 1p!1p
1 ^    ^ p , we have
?1n p =
1
p!

1p
1n p1p : (44)
2. For any dierential forms, we have
?2 = ( 1)p(n p)+s: (45)
3. For a 1-form J = Je
, we have
?d ? J =  DJ: (46)
Finally, let us introduce valued-forms of vector bundles and their algebras. For a vector bundle
(E;M; ) and dierential form
V
T M , we dene E- or End(E)-valued form to be E
VT M , End(E)
V
T M , respectively. Then we dene algebras between valued-forms as following 11 :
1. For all s
 ! 2 E 
VT M and  2 VT M
(s
 !) ^  = s
 (! ^ ) (47)
In the case of End(E)-valued forms, we have only to replace s with sections S of End(E).
2. For all T 
 ! 2 End(E)
VT M and s
  2 E 
VT M
(T 
 !) ^ (s
 ) = Ts
 (! ^ ) (48)
3. For all S 
 ! 2 End(E)
VT M and T 
 ! 2 End(E)
VT M
(S 
 !) ^ (T 
 ) = ST 
 (! ^ ): (49)
Then, we also dene Hodge dual operators for valued forms to be acting only on dierential form part.
2.5 Connections and covariant derivatives
Suppose that we have a vector bundle (E;M; ) and let us denote sections of E as  (E). Then we dene
the connection of sections to be a K-linear map from  (E) to  (E 
 T M)
D :  (E)!  (E 
 T M) (50)
satisfying Leibniz law
D(f) =  
 df + fD (51)
where f 2 C1(M),  2  (E) and  (E 
 T M) is sections of the vector bundle (E 
 T M;M; ~) with
canonical projection map. Then we call D the covariant derivative of the section .
Since the covariant derivative D is a section of E-valued 1-from, we can consider to act D on vector
elds v 2  (T M). Namely, there exsists an operator Dv such that
Dv :  (E)!  (E): (52)
Then we call Dv  D(v) the value of D or the covariant derivative of  in the direction v. In this
case, the Leibniz law (51) becomes
Dv(f) = v(f) + fDv: (53)
Note that Dv depends C
1(M)-linearly on vector elds. Thus, using the value of the covariant derivative,
we can also dene the connection D to be a map which assigns each vector eld v 2  (TM) a function
Dv from  (E) to itself satisfying the following properties :
Dv( + ) = Dv + Dv (54)
Dfv+gw = fDv + gDw (55)
Dv(f) = v(f) + fDv (56)
for all functions f; g 2 C1(M), scalars ;  2 K and sections  2  (E).
In order to introduce connection forms, or in physics jargon vector potentials, let us take an open
covering fUg2I of M and a basis of sections fe()i (p)g (i = 1; 2;    ; n) for p 2 U of the local trivial
bundle EjU ' U Kn. Then, since the covariant derivative of e()i (p) is belonging to  (EpT pM) for
any p 2 U, thus there exist 1-forms !()ij on U and we have
De()i = e
()
j 
 !()ji (57)
11Here, also, strictly speaking, we must prove its well-dened-ness, by using the partision of unity. The steps of proof are
the same to the previous footnote.
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where we use Einstein's summation convention. On the other hand, since a section  2  (E) is expressed
in
 = ie()i; (58)
we gain the covariant derivative of  as
D = e()i 
 (D)i (59)
where (D)i are components of the covariant derivative D dened by
(D)i  di + !()ijj : (60)
Here notice that (57) is obtained by considering (59) and (60) with the case of i = 1 and others are zero.
In terms of value of covariant derivatives, we have
Dv = e
()
i

v@
i + v!()
i
j
j

(61)
for a vector eld v = v@ ( = 1; 2;    ; n) on M , where n is the dimension of tangent spaces. Then we
can dene components of Dv as
(D)
i  @i + !()ijj : (62)
Hence, we dene the connection form !() to be End(E)-valued 1-form on U
!()  !() 
 dx  e()i 
 e()
j 
 !()ij = !()
i
je
()
i 
 e()j 
 dx (63)
because of the existence of the following formula
D = D0 + !(); Dv = D
0
v + !
()(v) (64)
where D0v is given as satisfying
D0() = e()i(D
0i); D0v() = e
()
i(D
0
v
i) (65)
with D0  @.
Next, let us take another open set U satisfying U \ U 6=  and consider the same story to the
above arguement. Then we also get formulas, namely, (57), (58), (59) and (63), just replacing the label
 with . Furtheremore, in this case, we have the transformation law between the basis fe()ig and the
basis fe()ig on U \ U such that
e()i = e
()
j
()j
i (66)
where () is a transition function of the vector bundle (E;M; ). Notice that this is just the trans-
formation law in the linear algebra theory. Considering the covariant derivative of e()i with (66) we
get
De()i = e
()
j 


d()
j
i + !
()j
k
()k
i

: (67)
On the other hand, from (57) with the label  and (66), we also get
De()i = e
()
k 
 !()ki = e()j 
 ()
j
k!
()k
i: (68)
Thus, comparing (67) with (68), we obtain
d()
j
i + !
()j
k
()k
i = 
()j
k!
()k
i (69)
or, in matrix notation we have
!() = ()
 1
!()() + ()
 1
d(): (70)
Acting (70) on a vector eld v = v@, we obtain
!() = 
() 1!()() + ()
 1
@
(): (71)
Conversely, if we have (59) with (63) and (70), then, after straightforward calculations, we get
D

()
i
e()i

= D

()
i
e()i

(72)
where ()
i
, ()
i
are components of the section  on U, U , respectively. Therefore, giving connection
forms is the same thing to dening covariant derivatives. On the ground of this fact, from here, throughout
this paper, we will abbreviate the indeces of indicating open sets.
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Finally, let us dene connections of the vector bundle that had constructed in the section 2.3. No-
taions are obeying to the section 2.3. All of proofs are performed by using the partition of unity and
straightforward computaions:
1. Induced-vector bundle
The connection of the induced-vector bundle is dened to be D0  fD. Thus the corresponding con-
nection form is given by !0  f!.
2. Dual vector bundle
We dene the connection of the dual vector bundle as satisfying
d < ;  >< D;  > + < ; D > (73)
where  2  (E),  2  (E) and < ; > is the inner product of dual spaces. Thus we get the corresponding
connection form by
! =  !t: (74)
To derive this, it suces to calculate (73) for ej and e

i satisfying < e

i ; ej >= ij where i; j =
1; 2;    ; dim(Ep).
3. Direct-sum vector bundle
We dene the connection of the direct-sum vector bundle as satisfying
(D D0) (  )  D D00 (75)
where  2  (E), 0 2  (E0), and D, D0 is the connection of (E;M; ), (E0;M; 0), respectively. Then
we have the corresponding connection form !  !0, where !, !0 is the connection form of (E;M; ),
(E0;M; 0), respectively.
4. Quatient vector bundle and 5. Vector sub-bundle
Let feig (i = 1; 2;    ; dim(E0p)) be a basis of E0p for p 2 U and let fejg (j = 1; 2;    ; dim(Ep=E0p)) be a
basis of Ep=E
0
p that are obtained by extending the basis feig of E0p satisfying Ep = E0p  Ep=E0p, where
U is an open set of an open covering of M . Then, although we have two types of connection forms,
namely, the connection form corresponding to feig or fejg, we dene the former as the connection, say
!E0 , of the vector subbundle and dene the latter as the connection, say !E=E0 , of the quatient vector
bundle. Then, also, we have the connection form of (E;M; ) as ! = !E0!E=E0 and we get connections
corresponding to each vector bundles from the general theory given in the above.
6. Tensor-product vector bundle
We dene the connection of the tensor-product vector bundle to be
(D 
 IE0 + IE 
D0) ( 
 0) = D 
 0 +  
D00 (76)
where  2  (E), 0 2  (E0), and D, D0 is the connection of (E;M; ), (E0;M; 0), respectively. Then we
have the corresponding connection form
! 
 !0  ! 
 Is + Ir 
 !0 (77)
where !, !0 is the connection form of (E;M; ), (E0;M; 0), respectively, and Ir, Is is the unit matrix
r-rank, s-rank, respectively.
7. Endomorphism vector bundle
Let us denote D(End(E)), D(E) as the connection of End(E), E, respectively. Then we have
(D(End(E))) = D(E)()  (D(E)) (78)
where  2  (End(E)) and  2  (E). We can derive this formula from (51), (73) and (76). Notice that
the right hand-side of this formula only has the connection of (E;M; ). Thus, using the Lie bracket [ ; ],
we can also write the abbreviation of (78) as
D = [D; ]: (79)
8. Wedge-product vector bundle and exterior-algebra vector bundle
The connection of
Vk
E is given by
P
2Sk
Pk
i=1 sgn()In 
    
 iD 
    
 In, and the connection ofV
E is given by
Pn
k=1
P
2Sk
Pk
i=1 sgn()In 
    
 iD 
    
 In. Also, replacing iD with the connec-
tion form i! of (E;M; ), we gain the connection form of the
Vk
E,
V
E, respectively.
2.6 Covariant exterior derivatives
Let (E;M; ) be a vector bundle equipped with a connection D. Then we dene the covariant exterior
derivative of E-valued p-form  
  2  (E 
Vp T M) to be
dD( 
 )  dD ^  +  
 d (80)
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where dD is dened by
dD  D: (81)
In paticular, in the case of D = D0, dD = dD0 coincides to the ordinary exterior derivative d : dD0 = d
because of (65). In terms of value of covariant derivatives, using local coordinates of the atlas of charts
of M , also we have
dD = D 
 dx (82)
where D is the abbreviation of D@ and  runs from 1 to the dimension of tangent spaces. We can show
this by acting (82) on vector elds and using the denition (81). Furtheremore, we gain a formula from
(64), (65), (80), (81) and (82)
dD = d+ ! ^ : (83)
Where  is a section of the E-valued form. This is the other form of (80).
In order to gain covariant exterior derivatives of each vector bundle that we have constracted from
(E;M; ) in the section 2.3, we have only to replace the connection D with the corresponding connection
of the vector bundle presented in the section 2.5.
Especially, in the case of (E;M; ), (End(E);M; ~) and their valued forms, since we have algebras
dened in the section 2.4, we get the following formulas:
1. E-valued p-forms and ordinary forms
dD( ^ ) = dD ^  + ( 1)p ^ d (84)
where  =  
  is a section of E 
Vp T M and  is an ordinary forms.
2. End(E)-valued p-forms and E-valued forms
dD( ^  ) = dD ^  + ( 1)p ^ dD (85)
where  =  
  is a section of End(E)
Vp T M and  =  
  is a section of E 
VT M .
3. End(E)-valued p-forms and End(E)-valued forms
dD( ^  ) = dD ^  + ( 1)p ^ dD (86)
where  =  
  is a section of End(E)
Vp T M and  =  
  is a section of End(E)
VT M .
As an example of a concrete computations, let us prove the second relation by using local coordinates.
For this purpose, let us introduce the multi-indix notaion. In general, since p-forms are writen in  =
1
p!1pdx
1 ^    ^ dxp , we can dene the multi-indix I as following
 = I 
 dxI ; I  1
p!
1p ; dx
I  dx1 ^    ^ dxp : (87)
By using this notations, we can perform the following computations:
dD( ^  ) = dDf(I 
 dxI) ^ ( J 
 dxJ)g
= dDf(I J)
 (dxI ^ dxJ )g
= dD(I J ) ^ (dxI ^ dxJ) + (I J )
 d(dxI ^ dxJ)
= (D(I J)
 dx) ^ (dxI ^ dxJ)
= f(DI) Jg 
 (dx ^ dxI ^ dxJ ) + ( 1)p[fI(D J )g 
 (dxI ^ dx ^ dxJ )]
= fDI 
 (dx ^ dxI)g ^ ( J 
 dxJ ) + ( 1)p[(I 
 dxI) ^ f(D J)
 (dx ^ dxJ )g]
= dD ^  + ( 1)p ^ dD ;
(88)
where we use, respectively, (48) in the 2nd line, (80) in the 3rd line, (37), (37) and (82) in the 4th line,
(78) in the 5th line, (48) in the 6th line and (82) in the last line.
As a nal note on this section, corresponding to the formula (83), in the case of End(E)-valued
p-forms, we have a formula
dD = d+ ! ^   ( 1)p ^ !  d+ [!; ]: (89)
Where  is a section of End(E)-valued p-forms. We can show this through straightforward computations
just like (88).
2.7 Curvatures and the Bianchi identity
Suppose that we have a vector bundle (E;M; ) equipped with a connection D. Calculating the 2nd-rank
exterior covariant derivative of  
  2  (E 
Vp T M), we have
dD
2( 
 ) = dD2 ^ : (90)
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This means that, since dD
2 acts only on E-part, dD
2 is a C1(M)-linear operator of  (E). Thus dD2 is a
section of End(E)-valued 2-form 12 . Then we dene this operator dD
2 as the curvature of the connection
D. Also, we have another form of the curvature, the so-called Ricci's identity:
(R)(v; w) =
1
2
(DvDw  DwDv  D[v;w]); (91)
because of the identity
(dD)(v; w) =
1
2
fDv(w) Dw(v)  ([v; w])g (92)
where  is a section of E-valued 1-form. Notice that this is a natural generalization of the ordinary
exterior derivative of 1-forms. To show (91), we have only to replace  with dD in (92) and calculate it.
In particular, in local coordinates, we can express the curvature R as following
R =
1
2
R 
 dx ^ dx (93)
where R 2  (End(E)).
Using this curvature R, we get a formula
dD
2 = R ^  (94)
where  is a section of E-valued form. We can show this from (38) and (80). Thus, we can calculate
dD
3 as following:
dD(dD
2) = dD(R ^ ) = dDR ^ +R ^ dD (95)
because of (80) and (94), on the other hand
dD
2(dD) = R ^ dD (96)
becase of (94). From these two relations, we get the Bianchi identity
dDR = 0: (97)
The Bianchi identity has a few equivalent forms:
D[iRjk] = 0: (98)
Note that this is just a section of End(E). We can show this by using (81), (82) and the Ricci identity
(93). On the other hand, expressing the rst formula in index notation, we also have
D[iR
m
jk]l = 0: (99)
Next, in order to derive the curvature form, let us calculate dD
2ei for a basis of sections of E. The
result is given by
Rei = dD
2ei = ej 
 
ji (100)
where we set 
 as

ji = d!
j
i + !
j
k ^ !ki; (101)
or in matrix notation, we have

 = d! + ! ^ !: (102)
We call this the curvature form of the connection form or the structure equation of the connection form.
Conversely, given the curvature form of a connection form, we obtain the curvature R given by (100)
and (101). Namely, giving a curvature form (a connection form) is the same thing to giving a curvature.
Since, for each point p 2M , there exsist two open sets U and U 0 such that p 2 U \ U 0 6= and a tran-
sition function  (p), we can consider to transform ei to e
0
j by using the transition function e
0
i = ej (p)
j
i.
Thus, we have the transformation law !0 =   1! +   1d from (70). Using this transformation law,
(37) and (38), we can derive

0 =   1
 (103)
in matrix notation.
Finally, let us introduce curvatures of constructed-vector bundles. All notaions are inherited from 2.5:
1. Induced-vector bundle
From (102) and !0 = f!, the curvature form is just the pulling back by f , namely, 
0 = f
. Thus, we
have the corresponding curvature R0 = fR.
12See the theorem 1 in the section 2.8.
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2. Dual vector bundle
Acting d on (73) under the relation (81), we can easily gain the curvature R =  Rt. Thus, we have the
corresponding curvature form 
 =  
t.
3. Direct-sum vector bundle
Acting dD on (75), we get the curvature RR0. The corresponding curvature form is 
 
0.
4. Quatient vector bundle and 5. vector subbundle
Each curvature form of connection forms, namely, !E=E0 of E=E
0 and !E0 of E0, is derived from (102).
Thus, each curvature is gained from (100) and (101).
6. Tensor-product vector bundle
Acting dD on (77), we get the curvature R
 IE0 +IE
R0. The corresponding curvature form is obtained
from (100) and (101), namely, 

 IE0 + IE 
 
0.
7. Endomorphism vector bundle
It suces to combine arguements 2. Dual vector bundles and 6. Tensor-product vector bundle. The
result is that the curvature is R
 IE0   IE 
Rt, and the curvature form is 

 IE   IE 
 
t.
8. Wedge-product vector bundle and exterior-algebra vector bundle
The curvature form (curvature) of the connection from (connection) of
Vk
E is given as Tr(
) (Tr(R)),
where 
 (R) is the curvature form (curvature) of the connection of E. One can derive this, calculating
dD
2(e1 ^    ^ ek) and using (100) and (101). In the case of
V
E we have only to sum over it about k.
2.8 A few important theorems
As the nal remark of vector bundles, three important theorems are given in the bellow. The last theorem
is the generalization of (78) and it plays a crucial role to consider covariant derivatives of scalor, vector
and tensor elds in physics.
1. Theorem 1:
Let (E;M; ), (F;M; 0) be two vector bundles and let  be a map from  (E) to  (F ) satisfying
the following properties
(1 + 2) = (1) + (2) (104)
(f) = f() (105)
where 1, 2 are belonging to  (E) and f is belonging to C
1(M). Then  becomes a section of
Hom(E;F ). In particular, if E = F we have  2  (End(E)) '  (E 
 E).
Proof: It suces to show that  takes its value uniquely for each point p 2 M . Suppose that we
have 1(p) = 2(p) and a neighborfoot U of p. Then we have only to prove that ()(p) = 0 where
 = 1   2. To do this, let feig be a basis of sections of E on U . Then we can write  as  = f iei
with f i(p) = 0. In this situation, in general,  =    f iei becomes 0 only on U but out of U does
not becomes 0. Thus, there exists a function f such that f = 0 on U or f = 1 on out of U , then
we can write  = f. Calculating  with  = f + f iei, we get () = f() + f
i(ei), namely,
()(p) = 0.
2. Theorem 2:
Let (E;M; ) be a vector bundle equipped with a connection D and let R the curvature of D. Then,
there exsists a coframe eld 13 feig (i = 1; 2;    ; n) such that Dei = 0 for all i if and only if R = 0.
Where n is the dimension of bers of E. This means that for this frame elds the connection form
becomes zero.
Proof: Let fe0ig be a coframe eld satisfying De0i = 0 for all i and let feig be an arbitrary coframe
eld. Then, we consider to transform feig to fe0ig: e0i = ejji, where  is a transition function of
the vector bundle. Calculating De0i under the relation e
0
i = ej
j
i, we get ! + d = 0 in matrix
notation. Also, computing the exterior derivative of ! + d = 0 accounting for (102), we get

 = 0, and, if and only if this is satisfying, we have 
 = 0 (R = 0). On the other hand, since we
have De0i = e
0
j!
j
i , we get !
i
j = 0 for all i, j.
3. Theorem 3:
Let (E;M; ) be a vector bundle equipped with a connection D and let us denote a tensor product
vector bundle as E(r;s)  (
rE)
 (
sE)  E 
    
E 
E 
    
E. Then the connection D
of sections K of E(r;s) is given by
(DK)(1 
    
 s) = DfK(1 
    
 s)g  
sX
i=1
K(1 
    
Di 
    s) (106)
13When a basis of sections are regarded as smooth functions on M (it is possible because transition functions are smooth
functions on M), we say it a coframe eld. More detailed explanation is given in the section 3.8.
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where i are sections of E.
Proof: We have only to computeDfK(1
  
s)g with (51), (73) and (76) , for sections 1
  
s
of 
sE.
3 Einstein's general theory of relativity
In this section we present Einstein's general theory of relativity in terms of vector bundle. Almost basic
frame works are already prepared, excepting Riemannian manifolds. This section almost owes to [14],
[35], [36], [38]. Elementary formulas for Lagrangian formalism are given in the Appendix A.
3.1 Cartanian manifolds and Riemannian manifolds
Let (TM;M; ) be a tangent bundle of a smooth manifold M equipped with a connection 5. Then, in
particular, we distinguish it from a connection of another vector bundle by saying it an ane connection
of (TM;M; ), because 5 has a special quantity that is called torsion. The torsion of 5 is given by the
following formula
T (v; w) =
1
2
(5vw  5wv   [v; w]) (107)
where v; w are vector elds of TM . Since, after straightforward calculations, we can show that
T (fv; w) = T (v; fw) = fT (v; w) (108)
for f 2 C1(M), thus, the torsion operator T becomes a section of  (TM 
V2 T M). From this fact,
the torsion operator can be write as
T = ei 
i (109)
for a basis of sections feig of  (TM) and a set of sections fig of  (
V2
T M). Then, since we have a
dual basis of sections fig of feig satisfying i(ej) = ij , acting T on (ei; ej)  ei 
 ej and using (107)
to calculate it, we gain
2T (ei; ej) = ek 
 f!kj(ei)  !ki(ej)g   [ei; ej ] (110)
where we use
5ei = ej 
 !ji; 5kei = ej 
 !ji(ek) (111)
for connection forms ! = (!ij). Furtheremore, deforming (110) by using
(! ^ )(v; w) = 1
2
f!(v)(w)  !(w)(v)g (112)
and
d(v; w) =
1
2
fv(w)  w(v)  ([v; w])g; (113)
we gain the following formula
iT (ej ; ek) = (!
i
l ^ l)(ej ; ek) + di(ej ; ek): (114)
On the other hand, since we easily verify i(T ) = i, hence we obtain the Cartan's rst structure equation
i = di + !ij ^ j (115)
or, from (109) we have
T = d + ! ^ : (116)
Because of the formula (83) in the section 2.6, we can also write it as
T = d5 (117)
for  = ei 
 i 2  (TM 
 T M). In addition to this, of course, we also have

 = d! + ! ^ ! (118)
in matrix notation. We call this formula the Cartan's second structure equation.
There is a formula between the torsion T and the curvature R. Calculating 5T under (117), we get
5T = d52 = Rei ^ i (119)
where we used (90) in the section 2.6. Thus we gain
R(u; v)w +R(v; w)u+R(w; u)v = 2(5T )(u; v; w); or Rl [ijk] = 25i ljk (120)
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and we call it the Bianchi's rst identity. Also, of course, from formulas (98) and (99), we have
5[iRjk] = 0; or 5[i Rljk]m = 0 (121)
and we call it the Bianchi's second identity.
From here, we restrict the basis of sections feig to local coordinates f@g, where  runs from 0 to the
dimension of the spacetime M . In this case we can dene components T  of the torsion operator T to
be
T =
1
2
T 
 dx ^ dx  1
2
T @ 
 dx ^ dx : (122)
Then, calculating (107) in these local coordinates and comparing its result with (109), we get
T  =  

     (123)
where we denote   as components of the connection form, instead of !

 . Also, of course, replacing
indices i; j; k;    in (120) and (121) with ; ; ;   , we get the Bianchi's rst and second identity.
Now, let us introduce Cartanian manifold and Riemannian manifold. To do this, suppose that the
tangent bundle (TM;M; ) has a metric g, namely, non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form on each
tangent space TpM depending smoothly on p 2M . Then, if this metric g satises the metric-preserving
condition
dg(v; w) = g(5v; w) + g(v;5w); (124)
we dene the manifoldM to be a Cartanian manifold. Hence, when a metric is given, from this condition,
the connection is determined but not uniquely. In addition to this, if the metric g satises the torsion
free condition
5vw  5wv = [v; w] (125)
we dene the manifold to be a Riemannian manifold. In this case, considering this in local coordinates
and using (124) and (125), we can derive the following formula
  =
1
2
g(@g + @g   @g) (126)
uniquely, and we call the corresponding connection the Levi-Civita connection. Also, replacing D with
5 in the Ricci identity (91) and calculating it, we gain the following formula
R = @ 

   @  +        : (127)
Where, of course,   are given by (126).
In the case of Riemannian manifold, since the torsion is free, the Bianchi's rst identity becomes
simply
R[] = 0: (128)
Of course, we also have the Bianchi's second identity
5[R] = 0: (129)
Furtheremore, from the formula (123), we get
  =  

: (130)
Namely,   is commutative with respect to lower indices ; .
Finally, note that, from the theorem 2 in the section 2.8, Levi-Civita connection becomes zero if and
only if the curvature is 0.
3.2 Einstein's equivalence principle
Suppose that we have a Cartanian manifold M . As we mensioned in the section 2, we can construct a
tensor-product vector bundle (
rTM) 
 (
sT M)  TM 
    
 TM 
 T M 
    
 T M . Then we
call sections of this vector bundle (r; s)-tensor elds (r-covariant, s-contravariant) and we, of course, can
express them in the local coordinates x  U (p) (p 2M) like
X = X1r1s@1 
    @r 
 dx1 
    
 dxs ; (131)
where U is a chart ofM . Instead of saying X to be a tensor eld, often in physics, X
1r
1s is called
a (s; r)-tensor eld 14 . We can also derive transformation laws of X1r1s , for a transformation
x! x0 = U 0(p) (p 2 U \ U 0), as following
X 01r1s =
@x01
@x1
   @x
0r
@xr
@x1
@x01
   @x
s
@x0s
X1r1s ; (132)
14Note that in this case the denition of covariancy and contravariancy are interchanged, but this is the ordinary con-
vention in physics.
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where U 0 is another chart of M . For instance, components R

 of a curvature R are anti-symmetric
with respect to ;  (3; 1)-tensor eld because of (93) applying to End(TM), and components T  of a
torsion T are anti-symmetric with respect to ;  (2; 1)-tensor eld because of (122).
In particular, in order to specify another view point of the latter example, notice that for a coordinate
transformation x ! x0,   are changed as following
 0 =
@2x
@x0@x0
@x0
@x
+
@x
@x0
@x
@x0
@x0
@x
  : (133)
We can verify this from the relation (126). Hence, from the relation (123), we can also understand that
T  are (2; 1)-tensor eld and this result is consistent with the latter example in the above. While (133)
is suggesting two things that: 1. For linear transformations   becomes symmetric (2; 1)-tensor eld
but for general coordinate transformations it does not be, 2. If there exists a coordinate transformation
for a point ofM such that all components   becomes 0 then we have  

 =  

 on the neighborhoot of
the point. The latter statement have its converce. We can verify this statement by considering non-linear
transformation like x0 = x + (1=2) x
x , where local coordinates fxg are choosed such that all of
values of the corresponding point which we want to show the statement become 0.
Since Einstein's equivalence principle means that gravitational mass is the same to inertial mass, and it
implies also that gravity can in local be vanished by performing an appropriate coordinate transformation,
thus, its mathemathical expression is nothing other than   =  

. Thus, in Einstein's general theory
of relativity, spacetimes are described by Riemannian manifold, since   =  

 means torsion-free due
to (123). Note that Einstein's equivalence principle can in local extinguish not only gravity but also grav-
itational elds from the property 1. of (133), namely, considering an appropriate linear transformation,
the metric tensor g is in local diagonalized into the Minkowskian metric  = diag( 1;+1;+1;+1).
Finally, because of the theorem 3 in the section 2.8 and (60), (62) for TM , T M , respectively, in the
section 2.5, we obtain a formula of covariant derivative as follows
5X1r1s = @X1r1s +
rX
i=1
 iiX
1ir
1s  
sX
i=1
 iiX
1r
1is : (134)
As an important example, let us calculate components of the covariant derivartive of the metric tensor
g(@; @) = g :
5g = @g    g    g: (135)
On the other hand, since we also have (124), we obtain an important conclusion
5g = 0: (136)
3.3 Einstein equation and Einstein-Hilbert action
The historical derivation of Einstein equation had already discussed in the section 1. So, in this section,
we sketch to derive this equation from the Einstein-Hilbert action based on action principle.
Einstein-Hilbert action is given by
SEH(g) =
1
16GN
Z
M
?1R: (137)
In the cases of existing matters, the total action may become
S(g;A) = SEH(g) + Smatter(g;A)  1
16GN
Z
M
?1R+
Z
M
?1Lmatter(A; @A); (138)
where A is a matter eld excepting fermions (The method of coupling spinors is given in the section 3.8).
Namely, for scalor eld replace A with , for vector eld replace A with A. Varying (138) with respect
to A, we get
S =
Z
M
?1A

@
@(
p gLmatter)
@(@A)
  @(
p gLmatter)
@A

: (139)
Thus, the equation of motion for the matter eld is given by
@
@(
p gLmatter)
@(@A)
  @(
p gLmatter)
@A
= 0: (140)
On the other hand, when we vary (138) with respect to g, we gain for Smatter
Smatter =  1
2
Z
M
?1gT (141)
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where we dene the energy-momentum tensor to be
T    2p g

@(
p gLmatter)
@g
  @ @(
p gLmatter)
@(@g)

; (142)
and for SEH
SEH =
1
16GN
Z
M
?1g

R   1
2
gR

+
1
16GN
Z
M
?15 ! (143)
where we set
! = 5gg  5g: (144)
Hence, we obtain
S =
1
2
Z
M
?1g

1
8GN

R   1
2
gR

  T

(145)
because we can neglect the last term of (143) as a total divergent term due to (46). Thus, we have
R   1
2
gR = 8GNT : (146)
3.4 The method of solving Einstein equation, and three elementary examples
of exact solutions: Schwarzshild, Reissner-Nordstrom and Kerr solutions
The method of solving Einstein equation is very simple, although calculation itself is extremely comple-
cated:
1. Assume the form of the metric based upon some symmetry of spacetime.
2. Calculate components   of the Levi-Civita connection by using the formula (126).
3. Calculate components of the curvature tensor R by using the formula (127) under the result of
the above and, contracting indices, gure out components of the Ricci tensor R  R and the
Ricci scalor R  gR .
4. Putting these results into Einstein equation (146) and solving dierential equations, nd out all
components of the metric tensor.
In general, because of Einstein's equivalence principle, we can in local vanish gravitational potential
g . Thus, a spacetime which are described by Einstein equation (146) have local ISO(3; 1)-invariance,
namely, we come back to Minkowski spacetime
ds2 =  dt2 + dx12 + dx22 + dx32: (147)
Let us describe a few exact solutions of Einstein equation. The rst example is the case of whose
metric g has two conditions: 1. Spherical symmetric, 2. Stationary
g =
0BB@
f1(r) 0 0 0
0 f2(r) 0 0
0 0 r2 0
0 0 0 r2 sin2 
1CCA (148)
and the energy-momentum tensor is given for a point body with mass M . Applying the above method,
we gain the Schwarzshild solution
ds2 =  

1  rg
r

dt2 +
1
1  rgr
dr2 + r2
 
d2 + sin2 d2

(149)
where we put rg as
rg = 2GNM (150)
in the natural units. If the body has electric charges Q then this solution becomes as following
ds2 =  

1  rg
r
+
Q2
r2

dt2 +
1
1  rgr + Q
2
r2
dr2 + r2
 
d2 + sin2 d2

: (151)
This is the second example, which is called the Reissner-Nordstrom solution. If one take limit of Q! 0
then it comes backs to the Schwarzshild case.
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The last example is the case of whose metric g has three conditions: 1. Axial symmetric, 2.
Stationary
g =
0BB@
f1(r; z) 0 0 f2(r; z)
0 f2(r; z) 0 0
0 0 f3(r; z) 0
f2(r; z) 0 0 f4(r; z)
1CCA (152)
and the energy-momentum tensor is given for a rotating body with mass M and angular momentum J .
The solution, so-called Kerr solution, is given as following
ds2 =  

1  rgr


dt2   2argr sin
2 

dtdz +


dr2 +d2 +

r2 + a2 +
rgra
2 sin2 


sin2 dz2 (153)
where we set a,  and 
a =
J
M
;  = r2 + a2 cos2 ;  = r2   rgr + a2; (154)
respectively, in the natural units. In the limit of J ! 0 comes back to the Schwarzshild solution.
Details of these solutions including Penrose-diagrams, event horizons and singularities are all given in
[36].
3.5 Einstein equation with a phenomenological term and its action
As we mensioned in the section 1, if  is eciently small one can add the cosmological term to (146)
R   1
2
gR+ g = 8GNT (155)
because of (136), and the corresponding Einstein-Hilbert action is given by
SEH(g) =
1
16GN
Z
M
?1(R  2): (156)
We can easily verify this from the derivation of (146). This is, however, phenomenological because guiding
principles on Einstein's general theory of relativity does not lead the cosmological term and there is a
condition that  must be extremery small, although its observational value in fact extremery small,
namely,  10 120 in the natural unit. But, here, notice that a theory which admits to include any
value and its value is revealed extremely small after observations and a theory which must only include
extremery small value from its begining have completely dierent meaning.
On the other hand, there is another view point of the cosmological term, namely, the method of
handling it like an integral constant. In order to describe this, we need for Killing vectors. Let us
consider a coodinate translation such that x ! x0 = x + (x). Then we have
g0(a+ ) = g(a) +
@
@x
g(a) +
@
@x
g(a) + (higher order terms) (157)
where a is the coordinate value on x-system of a point p 2 M . Considering the Taylor expansion with
respect to x0 = a, we gain
g0(a+ ) = g0(a) +
@g0(x0)
@x0
jx0=a + (higher order terms): (158)
Thus, up to the rst order approximation, we get
g = g0(a)  g(a) = ; + ;; g =  ;   ; (159)
because of (136). Then, we dene a Killing vector  to be a vector satisfying
; + ; =  ;   ; = 0: (160)
In this case we have g = g = 0 and this suggests that Killing vectors induce translations on
gravitaional equipotential surfaces.
Applying (159) to (141), we get
Smatter =  
Z
M
?1(5T) (161)
and demanding the action principle, we obtain the conservation law of energy-momentum
5T = 0: (162)
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Notice that in the case of (141) we can not apply the action principle. Next, applying (159) to (143), we
get
SEH =
1
8GN
Z
M
?1 5

R   1
2
gR

: (163)
Hence, from (161) and (163), we have
S =
Z
M
?1 5

1
8GN

R   1
2
gR

  T

; (164)
and accounting for a divergent-free (2; 0)-tensor X , of course, including g , we can consider the
following formula up to dierences of constant multiples
5

1
8GN

R   1
2
gR

  T

= 0 = 5X : (165)
Thus, we get Einstein equation with the cosmological term (155) as a special case of X =   8GN g .
Here, notice that we have only used (138) to derive (165), there is no assumuption of the action (156).
This derivation can be interpreted the cosmological constant as a sort of integral constant and this sense
match current observations of cosmology. There, however, still remain a problem that which origin we
should choose either geometric origin X =   8GN g or matter origin
X    2p g

@(
p gLDM)
@g
  @ @(
p gLDM)
@(@g)

(166)
where LDM is the Lagrangian for dark matter. We can do this because we may derive X in the same
way to the energy-momentum tensor T by assuming a corresponding Lagrangian.
3.6 Two exact solutions of Einstein equation with the cosmological term: de
Sitter and anti-de Sitter solution
In this section we introduce two exact solutions of Einstein equation with the cosmological term, namely,
the so-called de Sitter and anti-de Sitter solutions.
Taking trace of (155) and considering in vacuum case, we gain
R = g : (167)
Assuming the same symmetry of the metric to the Schwarzshild case, namely, (148), and using (167) to
determine f1(r) and f2(r), we obtain the de Sitter or anti-de Sitter solution
ds2 =  

1  r
2
l20

dt2 +
1
1   r2
l20
dr2 + r2(d2 + sin2 2) (168)
for  =  1 ( > 0) or  = +1 ( < 0), respectively, where we put l02 as
l20 =
3

(169)
and we call l0 a scale factor. Note that if we assume  = 0, namely,  = 0, then we have the Minkowski
spacetime.
In order to verify the local symmetry of these solutions, let us consider a hypersurface embedded into
the 5-dimensional Minkowski spacetime
 x02 + x12 + x22 + x32 + x42 = l02: (170)
In this case, the line element ds on this hypersurface is given by
ds2 =  dx02 + dx12 + dx22 + dx32 + dx42: (171)
We call the spacetime corresponding to  =  1;+1 anti-de Sitter, de Sitter spacetime, respectively. Then,
if we perform the following coordinate transformation, namely,
x0 =  
p
l0
2   r2 sinh

t
l0

x4 =  
p
l0
2   r2 cosh

t
l0

x1 = r sin  cos x2 = r sin  sin x3 = r cos ;
(172)
(171) cames back to the solutions (168). This means that the anti-de Sitter, the de Sitter spacetime has
local symmetry of SO(3; 2), SO(4; 1), respectively.
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3.7 FLRW-spacetimes and vacuum solutions
Spacetimes which are described by Friedmann{Lemaitre{Robertson{Walker-metric has the topology R
S, for homogeneous and isotropic 3-dimensional space S. The metric is given by
ds2 =  dt2 + a(t)2[d2 + f()2(d2 + sin2 d2)] (173)
where  and f() are dened to be
d =
drp
1  2r2 (174)
and
f() =
8<: sin ( = +1) ( = 0)
sinh ( =  1);
(175)
respectively. The parameter  represents the sign of the curvature of the 3-dimensional space S. From
this FLRW-spacetime, we gain in the natural units two independent components of Einstein's equation
with the cosmological term, namely, 
_a
a
2
+

a2
=
8G
3
+

3
(176)
for (0; 0) conponents and
2
a
a
+

_a
a
2
+

a2
=  8Gp+  (177)
for (i; j) components. Where  is the energy density and p is the pressure. If there is a relation between
 and p such as
p = p() (178)
then we can explore cosmlogies.
In vacuum case, namely,  = 0 and p = 0, we can easily verify the solution of (176) and (177) as
following
a(t) =
8<: l0 cosh (t=l0) ( = +1)Const: ( = 0)
l0 cos (t=l0) ( =  1);
(179)
where l0 is given by (169). In the case of  = 0, the metric (173) corresponds to (147) in the porlar
coordinates 8<: x1 =  sin  cosx2 =  sin  sin
x3 =  cos ;
(180)
and  becomes 0. In the case of  = +1; 1, the metric (173) is corresponding to (171) in the coordinates
as following 8>>>><>>>>:
x0 = l0 sinh (t=l0)
x1 = l0 cosh (t=l0) sin cos 
x2 = l0 cosh (t=l0) sin sin  cos
x3 = l0 cosh (t=l0) sin sin  sin
x4 = l0 cosh (t=l0) cos;
(181)
and  becomes possitive for  = +1, negative for  =  1. Hence, the FLRW-spacetime in vacuum are
represented by symmetry group SO(3; 2) for the anti-de Sitter, SO(4; 1) for the de Sitter and ISO(3; 1)
for the Minkowski, respectively.
3.8 Palatini formalism
Einstein-Hilbert action is a functional of a metric tensor, but Palatini action is a functional of a connection
and a coframe eld. This action has two types of formalism, namely, rst order formalism which treat
these two variables independently, and second order formalism which handle the connection as a functional
of a coframe eld. Thus, in the case of second order formalism, the action depends only on a coframe
eld.
Before we dene Palatini action, let us see briey the concept of coframe eld and its role. Let TM
be the tangent bundle of a manifold M with a canonical projection map  : TM ! M ;TpM 7! p. Let
us consider a cartesian product T = M  R3;1 with a canonical projection map 0 : T = M  R3;1 !
M ; fpg  R3;1 7! p. Then this ber bundle becomes a vector bundle. Then we dene a coframe eld to
be a vector bundle isomorphism, say e, from T =M  R3;1 to TM such that
e : T jU = U  R3;1  ! TM jU (182)
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for every open set U of an open covering of M . Then T =M  R3;1 is called the internal space.
In order to perform concrete computations, it is convenient to use the index notation of coframe eld.
Let I(p) (I = 0; 1; 2; 3) be an orthonormal basis of sections of Tp = fpgR3;1 with Minkowskian metric
IJ = (I(p); J (p)) = diag( 1;+1;+1;+1) and I(p) are the dual basis of I(p) with the condition
I(p)J (p) = 
I
J . Where we denote indeces of the internal space as I; J;K;   . In this paper we use this
notation. Then we dene the index notation of e to be eI(p) = eI(p) = e

I (p)@, e
I(p)  (e 1)I(p) =
eI(p)dx
, respectively. Where eI (p), e
I
(p) are a couple of smooth functions on M and (e
 1) denotes
the pull-back of sections of T  by e 1. As for the functions eI (p), eI(p), we can also dene to be
e 1@ = eI(p)I(p), (e
 1)dx = eI (p)
I(p), respectively. Noitce that the former notation contracts the
spacetime indeces, the latter contracts the internal space indeces. Since these relations are always satised
for each point of M , we simply write I(p), 
I(p), eI(p) and eI(p) as I , 
I , eI and eI , respectively.
Under these conditions, we dene a metric on M to be
g(v; w)  (e 1v; e 1w); or g(es; es0)  (s; s0) (183)
for all vector elds v; w on M and sections s; s0 on T =M  R3;1. In index notaion, we have
g  g(@; @) = eIeJ IJ ; or eI eJg = IJ : (184)
This means that we get a metric g on M as mapping IJ by e
 1 and we have index gymnastics
eI e
I
 = 

 ; or e
I
e

J = 
I
J : (185)
Finally, we introduce the Lorentz connection D of T = M  R3;1 as a map  (T ) to  (T 
 T M)
satisfying
d(s; s0) = (Ds; s0) + (s;Ds0) (186)
where s; s0 are sections of T . Using the coframe eld e, we can also get a connection r of TM by
r = eDe 1: (187)
Thus, in local coordinates, we have a covariant derivative
(rw) = @w +  w (188)
  = e

I (
I
J@ + !
I
J)e
J
 (189)
where !IJ lives in so(3; 1). !
I
J is nothing but components of connection form on T of D. Note that the
connection r of TM also has the property of the metric-preserving dg(v; w) = g(rv; w) + g(v;rw) for
vector elds v; w, but, in general, torsion is not free.
Now, in rst, let us introduce Palatini formalism in the rst order formalism. We dene Palatini
action with the cosmological constant  to be
Spal(!; e) =
1
2
Z
M

eI ^ eJ ^RKL   2
3
eI ^ eJ ^ eK ^ eL

IJKL: (190)
In order to derive the eld equation, we vary Spal(!; e) of (190) with respect to the coframe eld e and
we get
Spal(!; e) =
Z
M
eI ^

2RKLMNe
J ^ eM ^ eN   4
3
eJ ^ eK ^ eL

IJKL; (191)
where we use RIJ = RIJKLe
K ^ eL=2. On the other hand, we vary Spal(!; e) of (190) with respect to the
connection ! and we get
Spal(!; e) =  
Z
M
d!
 
eI ^ eJ ^ !KLIJKL (192)
where we use the fact that M is compact. Hence we have
2RKLMNe
J ^ eM ^ eN   4
3
eJ ^ eK ^ eL

IJKL = 0 (193)
for Spal(!; e) = 0 and
d!
 
eI ^ eJ IJKL = 0 (194)
for Spal(!; e) = 0. The latter equation simply means torsion-free
T I = d!e
I = 0 (195)
for all I. Acting internal Hodge star  on (193), namely, using 3! XIJK = IJKLXL = IJKLXL, we get
1
3!

2IJKL
JMNPRKLMN  
4
3
IJKL
JKLP

eP = 0: (196)
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Continuing to calculate by using properties
IJKLIMNO =  (JMKN LO + LMJNKO + KMLNJO   KMJNLO   LMKN JO   JMLNKO ) (197)
IJKLIJKN =  6LN ; (198)
we gain the eld equation on the internal space T
RIJ   1
2
RIJ + IJ = 0 (199)
, or if we account for RIJ = e

I e

JR and IJ = e

I e

Jg we get the eld equation on M
R   1
2
Rg + g = 0: (200)
Note that this eld equation coincides to Einstein equation if and only if torsion-free. Namely, Palatini's
rst order formalism becomes Einstein's theory in the case of satisfying both of conditions: Spal(!; e) = 0
and Spal(!; e) = 0.
If we consider the Palatini action in the second order formalism, the eld equation (193) is little
changed as following
2RKLMNe
J ^ eM ^ eN   4
3
eI ^ eJ ^ eK

IJKL   1
2
@L!
MNd!(e
O ^ eP )MNOP = 0: (201)
This equation is suggesting that if we demand Spal(!; e) = 0 and Spal(!; e) = 0 simaltaneously, namely,
when we are thinking of the Einstein case, then the rst order and the second order formalisms lead the
same physics.
As a nal note on this section, let us mension to coupling fermions. It is very simple, we have only to
map a Lagrangian of fermion, which is considered on the internal space restricted to U , to the spacetime
manifold M by the inverse of the coframe eld:
Spal(!; e) =
1
2
Z
M

eI ^ eJ ^RKL   2
3
eI ^ eJ ^ eK ^ eL

IJKL +
Z
M
1  i eIDI      (202)
where 1 means the volume form on the internal space, namely, 1 = d4x = IJKLdxI ^dxJ ^dxK ^dxL.
4 Yang{Mills theory
In this section we introduce Yang{Mills theory in classical level. To realize this purpose, we need concepts
of principal bundle. After preparing this instrument, we describe Yang{Mills theory. This section mostly
owes to [9], [12].
4.1 Principal bundles
Let (E;M; ) be a vector bundle of whose dimension of each ber is n. Then, considering a linear
transformation of the standard basis of Kn, we can get any basis of Ep for p 2 M . In other words,
selecting a basis of Ep is the same thing to existing a corresponding isomorphism u : Kn ! Ep. On
the grands on this fact, we can consider a set Pp consisted of all isomorphisms u and an union set
P =
S
p2M Pp, and, in general, we can express elements of Pp as U (p)s for some matrix s of the Lie
group GL(n;K). Thus, we have an atlas of charts of P such that f : P ! U GL(n;K); U (p)s 7! (p; s)g,
and P obtains a manifold structure. Together with a dierentiable projection map  : P ! M ;Pp 7! p,
namely, (P;M; ;GL(n;K)), we call it the associated-prinipal bundle P over M with the structure group
GL(n;K). Note that, since each  is an isomorphism, thus we have P jU ' U GL(n;K), namely, P is
in local isomorphic to the trivial bundle with standard ber GL(n;K).
In general, we dene a principal bundle to be:
A principal bundle P over M with a structure group G (is a Lie group) is a manifold satisfying the
following properties:
1. The right-translation R : P G! P ; (; s) 7! s  Rs satises
Invariancy for R-acting on each ber:
() = (Rs) (203)
Simply transitivity: if () = (0) then there exists s 2 G such that
0 = Rs: (204)
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2. There exists a dierentiable projection map
 : P !M ;Pp 7! p (205)
3. For a neighborfoot U of p 2M , there exists a local trivialization
 :  1(U)! U G: (206)
In addition to this, we often assume the existence of dierentiable sections of the principal bundle.
In order to introduce transition functions of P , let us take an open covering fUg2I of M . Then we
dene transition functions of P to be dierentiable maps (p)   1 (p)(p), for local trivializations
 : 
 1(U) ! U  G and  :  1(U) ! U  G, where p 2 U \ U , satisfying the following
properties (consistency conditions):
1. For p 2 U \ U \ U
(p)(p)(p) = 1 (207)
2. For p 2 U
(p) = 1: (208)
Conversely, given transition functions of an open covering of M , we can construct a principal bundle.
The process is mostly the same to the case of vector bundle, excepting two dierences that the standard
ber of local trivial bundle is a Lie group, and transition functions act on from right hand-side when one
dene the equivalence relation.
Conversely, let us derive a vector bundle from a principal bundle (P;M; ;G). To do this, we choose
a representation  : G ! gl(n; K) of G with the representation space Kn. Then we dene a equivalence
relation  between elements (; u), (; v) of P Kn to be mapping one to the other by using the following
map:
 s : P Kn ! P Kn; (; u) 7! (s; (s) 1u) (209)
where s 2 G. Hence, we can make a coset space E = P  Kn by P Kn= , and this becomes a vector
bundle because there is the following local trivialization due to P jU ' U G:
 : EjU = (U G) Kn ! U Kn; [(p; s); u] 7! (p; u): (210)
The projection map is  : E !M ;Ep 7! p. Then we also have transition functions f  g of an open
covering fUg2I of M , since  is a group homomorphism, and thus it preserves consistency conditions.
We call it the associated-vector bundle.
Finally, let us construct vector bundles given in the section 2, as associated-vector bundles. The
method is very simple, we have only to select an appropriate representation of G = GL(n; K) for each
vector bundle we want to gain. If we choose  = 1 we get an ordinary vector bundle (E;M; ). To make
a dual vector bundle of (E;M; ), we just think of  = (st) 1. If we have representations  = s  s0,
 = s
 s0 then we gain a direct-sum vector bundle, a tensor-product vector bundle, respectively. Other
vector bundles are obvious from these constructions. In order to check these statements, one just think
about the map (209).
4.2 Connections and curvatures
In this section we introduce connections of a principal bundle and their curvatures. Throughout this
section, we assume that we have a principal bundle (P;M; ;G), and an open covering fUg2I of M
equipped with transition functions fg.
Suppose that we have g-valued 1-forms ! on U. Then, since, pulling back ! on U G from U
by , we get g-valued 1-forms ! on U G, we dene connections ! on P to be
!  s 1(!)s + s 1ds: (211)
Here, note that we use group elements just like coordinates of U  G and s 1ds becomes a Maurer-
Cartan form 15. In order to prove the well-dened-ness of this denition, we have only to calculate ! on
15In general, Maurer-Cartan form  is given by
(v) = s 1v (212)
for s 2 G and v 2 TsG. Then, this denition is equivalent with either: 1.  is invariant for the left-miltiple of G with
respect to vector elds of TG, or 2. (v) = v for v 2 g = TeG. This suggests that the Maurer{Cartan form is also given by
the dual basis of g. Then we derive the structure equation of Lie group G
d =  1
2
[; ] (213)
from the [Bi; Bj ] = C
k
ijBk, where Bi is a basis of g.
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 1(U \U) and verify that it does not change its form, under relations s = s. Conversely, when
a connection (211) is given, although we must have
! = ! (214)
for some section  : U ! U G; p 7! (p; s), but it is just the case of s = e. Then we can also dene
the curvature of this connection on P as g-valued 2-form

  d! + ! ^ !: (215)
It is known that connections given in the above formula (211) are equivalent to satisfying the following
relations (The proof is given in the Appendix B):
Ra! = Ad(a
 1)! (216)
! (A) = A (217)
where a 2 G, A is a fundamental vector eld on P 16. We call the sort of connections Ehresmann
connections. Note that the second condition is suggesting that Ehresmann connections behave just like
Maurer{Cartan forms for fundamental vector elds.
Second, let us provide a description of connections on the base space M . In order to realize this
purpose, we make the direct-sum P  g and think about construcing a coset space with respect to a
equivalence relation which is dened as
R(a) : P  g! P  g; (; !0(v0)) 7! (Ra;Ad(a 1)(!0(v0))) (219)
where !0 is a Ehresmann connection on P and v0 2 TP . This denition is well-dened because of (216)
and (217). This coset space is just an associated-vector bundle E  P Ad g. Then, using this fact, we
can dene connections on M to be
!(v)  [(; !0(v0))] 2 P Ad g (220)
where v 2 TpM for () = p. This also means that ! 2  ((P Ad g) 
 T M), thus, from here, let us
denote the space of all connections on M as C   ((P Ad g) 
 T M). Similarly, the curvature of a
connection ! is given on M as satisfying (215), and then 
 is belonging to  ((P Ad g)
 ^2T M).
Finally, note that in the case of GL(n;K) we have End(E) = P Ad g for an associated-vector bundle
E = P =1 Kn. We can show this by considering that transformations of basis of each ber Ep are
related by the adjoint form each other.
4.3 Gauge transformations of connections and curvatures
Let us introduce gauge transformations of connection and their curvature. A gauge transformation  of
the principal bundle P is dened to be a bundle isomorphism satisfying the following two properties:
1. For all  2 P and a 2 G
(a) = ()a: (221)
2. For each ber of P and a point p 2M , the map
 : Pp ! Pp;  7! () (222)
is an isomorphism in the sense of category, namely, if we take a representation of the structure
group and get a associated-vector bundle then the  becomes a linear isomorphism canonically.
We denote the set of all gauge transformations as G . Then, since G has the same group structure to G,
we call it gauge group. In particular, in local, for an open set U of M , gauge transformations are acting
on P jU ' U G such that
 : P jU ! P jU : (p; a) 7! (p; f(p)a) (223)
for a dierentiable map f : U ! G; p 7! f(p).
We can also consider gauge transformations as sections of the associated-ber bundle P Ad G. To
check this statement, we have only to show that for a [; a] 2 P Ad G the map
(p) : Pp ! Pp;  7!   a   1   (224)
16Fundamental vector elds A on P is dened to be
A = A  d
dt
g(t)jt=0 (218)
for  2 P and a 1-parameter subgroup g(t) = exp(tA) of G, where A 2 g.
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is satisfying (209), (210) and (p) is uniquely determined for [; a] 2 P Ad G. Thus, we can regard  as
a section of P Ad G. Here, note that we have an important relation for the connected-component G0 of
G:
exp : P Ad g! P Ad G0; [u;A] 7! [u; exp(tA)]; (225)
where t is a parameter.
Finally, let us derive the law of gauge transformation of the curvature. We, rst, compute (215) under
the formula (211) and we derive the result

 = s
 1
s; (226)
where 
 is given by

 = d! + ! ^ !; (227)
where we abbreviated ! as !. Then, we also calculate

 = d! + ! ^ ! (228)
under the gauge transformation of connections
! = (fs) 1!(fs) + (fs) 1d(fs): (229)
We can derive this law from (211) and (223). Then we get the nal result

 = s 1f 1
fs: (230)
This suggests that  transforms 
 to f
 1
f on the each U of M .
4.4 Yang{Mills theory
From here, we suppose thatM is an oriented n-dimensional manifold with a metric g, and G is a compact
Lie group. Let us introduce an Ad(G)-invariant metric into g. To do this, for a Haar measure  on G
and any inner product ( ; )0 on g, it suces to dene an inner product ( ; ) on g as following
(X;Y ) =
1
jGj
Z
G
(Ad(a)X;Ad(a)Y )0d(a); jGj =
Z
G
d(a): (231)
Notice that if G is semisimple there exists a non-degenerate metric, namely, the Cartan{Killig metric,
given by (X;Y ) =  Tr(Ad(X)Ad(Y )) on g. For example, in the case of g = gl(m;R), the Cartan{Killing
metric is given by (X;Y ) =  2mTr(XY ) + 2Tr(X)Tr(Y ) for X;Y 2 gl(m;R). In this way, since we
gain the both of metric for M and g, thus, P Ad g acquires a metric. Let us denote the metric as
 ;  ( ; )
 < ; >, where < ; > is the inner product of forms on M .
Now, let us dene the Yang{Mills action to be
SYM (!; g) =
1
2
Z
M
 
;
 ?1; (232)
where ? is the Hodge star operator on M , and ?1 is the volume form on M . This is just a functonal from
C to R. Notice that gauge invariance is automatically satised due to (230), and adjoint-invariance of
the inner product  ; . For example, if G is a matrix group, we can write the Yang{Mills action as
SYM (!; g) =  1
2
Z
M
Tr(
 ^ ?
) =  1
4
Z
M
Tr(


) ? 1: (233)
Where we denote spacetime-indeces as ; ; ;   . In this paper we use this notation. In order to check
this, we just calculate by accounting for the existence of a metric on g like (; ) =  Tr().
Next, we derive the Yang{Mills equation by varying (232) with respect to connections. This variation
is allowed becouse C is a ane space. We take a real parameter t, and we set !t = ! + t for a section
 of (P Ad g)
 T M . Calculating 
t = d!t + !t ^ !t, we get

t = 
+ tdD+ t
2 ^ ; (234)
where dD is the covariant exterior derivative taking its values in the assocoated-vector bundle P Ad g,
and D is its induced-connection from !. Computing S0YM (0) = (d=dt)SYM (t)jt=0 and using formulas in
the Appendix C, we gain the Yang-Mills equation
dD

 = 0; (235)
where dD
 is the formal adjoint operator. This operator can be replaced the Hodge star operator, if and
only if M is compact, as following
dD
 = ( 1)p ? 1 dD?; (236)
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where p is the signature of the metric of M . This formula satises for all vector bundles on M . Thus,
we also have
dD ? 
 = 0; or ? dD ? 
 = 0: (237)
Note that we have always the Bianchi identity
dD
 = 0: (238)
We can also write down (237) and (238) more concretely by spliting the base space M into time-part
and space-part, namely, a topologyM = RS, where S is 3-dimensional Euclidian space with the metric
corresponding to space-part of g. Also we choose gauge as the temporal gauge !0 = !(@0) = 0, namely,
D0 = @0. Then the Hodge star operator ? breaks into ? =  ?S because we take the signature of the
metric as ( ;+;+;+), where ?S is the Hodge star operator corresponding to S. In addition to this, the
curvature 
 also splits into

 = B + E ^ dt (239)
where B and E are given by
E = Eidx
j ; Ei = 
i0 =  @0!i (240)
B =
1
2
ijkB
idxj ^ dxk; Bi = ijk
jk = ijk (@j!k   @k!j + [!j ; !j ]) : (241)
Hence, we can calculate the Yang-Mills equation and the Bianchi ibentity as following
?
 =   ?S B ^ dt+ ?SE (242)
dD ? 
 =  dS ?S B ^ dt+ dS ?S E + ?SD0E ^ dt (243)
) ?dD ? 
 = (?SdS ?S B   ?SdS ?S E) ^ dt D0E = 0; (244)
) dD
 = dSB + (D0E + dSE) ^ dt = 0; (245)
where dS is the covariant exterior derivative corresponding to S, and in index notation we get
@iEi + [!
i; Ei] = 0;  @0Ei + ijk (@jBk + [!j ; Bk]) = 0; (246)
@iBi + [!
i; Bi] = 0; @0B
i + ijk (@jEk + [!j ; Ek]) = 0: (247)
In the case of abalian-structure group, the above equations comes back to Maxwell's equations in vacuum
case:
@iEi =  = 0;  @0Ei + ijk@jBk = ~j = ~0; (248)
@iBi = 0; @0B
i + ijk@jEk = 0: (249)
Thus, Yang{Mills theory is just a generalization of Maxwell's theory.
Furtheremore, from these equations (248) and (249), we may develop the Yang{Mills equation (237)
into the form that involves currents by using the current 1-form
J =  dt+ jidxi (250)
in the temporal gauge, as following
?dD ? F = J: (251)
Generalizing this into the case of any gauge xing, we gain the Yang{Mills equation (251) with a current
J dened to be End(E)-valued 1-form. In this case, the corresponding Yang-Mills action would become
as following
SYM (!; g) =
1
2
Z
M
 
;
 ?1  1
2
Z
M
 !; J  ?1 (252)
or, if the structure group is a matrix group we have
SYM (!; g) =  1
2
Z
M
Tr(
 ^ ?
) +
Z
M
Tr(! ^ ?J): (253)
However, in physics, currents are consisted of charged-partcles and which particles are fermions.
Hence, although the Yang-Mills action (252) or (253) is a correct expression, but if one try to treat this
theory in terms of eld theory, this expression is not enough, namely, we should rewrite the action like
SYM =  1
2
Z
M
Tr(
 ^ ?
) +
Z
M
(i eIDI     ) ? 1: (254)
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5 Klein{Cartan gauge theory
In this section we introduce Cartan geometry restricted to the smooth case, and we present Yang{Mills-
like gauge theory of the geometry [22], [23]. More general geometry involving discrete objects can be seen
in [10]. The section 5.3 owes to [30], [31], [32], [33].
5.1 Klein{Cartan geometry and its gauge theory
Let G be a Lie group and let H be a closed subgroup of G. Then we make a coset space G=H. If
G=H is simply connected we call it a smooth Klein geometry. Also, we can make a principal bundle
from this such that of whose total space and base space are given by G and G=H, respectively. The
projection map is  : G ! G=H; g 7! [g], where [g] is the corresponding coset of the element g of G.
Then a Cartan geometry modeled on the Klein geometry, (G;G=H; ;H), is dened to be a principal
bundle over a smooth manifold M with structure group H, which is bundle isomorphic to the concrete
principal bundle, (G;G=H; ;H), equipped with connections, !, which is a section of the vector bundle
((P Ad g) 
 T M;M; 0), satisfying (216), (217). A projection map is given by ~ : P ! M ;Px 7! x
for all x 2M . Notice that the projection map ~ is determined uniquely by the bundle isomorphism and
the projection map of the Klein geometry. Let us denote it as (P;M; ~;H). Also, we can introduce a
metric on (G;G=H; ;H) just like Yang{Mills case, and then (P;M; ~;H) inherits this metric by using
the bundle isomorphism.
Notice that these connections take their values in PAdg, although the structure group of the principal
bundle we are considering here is the closed subgroup H of G. This is the notable point of the connection
in the above. From this reason, we call the sort of connections Cartan connections. As for a geometrical
aspect of the Cartan connection, we can simply say that a Cartan connection represents how to change
the geometry, which is isomorphic to G=H by acting H on it at each point of M , because we can in local
interpret P as a conguration space consisted of a couple of a point of M and transformations given by
H over the point, due to the local isomorphism P jU ' U H for an open set of M .
Now, since we have a principal bundle with connections, we can discuss Yang{Mills-like theory moti-
vated upon the previous section 4. Let us call this type of gauge theory the Klein{Cartan gauge theory,
only in this paper. All things are going on as the same story along with the section 4, excepting the
denition of the action. Since a Cartan geometry (P;M; ~;H) is always bundle isomorphic to its model
Klein geometry (G;G=H; ;H), the base space M may inherit the structure of G=H. This also means
that all indeces appeared in the Klein{Cartan gauge theory may be able to relate the indeces of the base
space G=H up to some isomorphism. Thus, we should distinguish the Hodge star operator of this theory,
let it denote , from the case of the Yang{Mills theory. Considering all of these conditions, we dene the
action of the Klein{Cartan case to be
SKC(!; g) =
1
2
Z
M
 
;
 1 (255)
where  ;  is the metric of P , which is inherited from the model Klein geometry by the bundle
isomorphism, and g is the metric onM , which is inherited from the metric of the base space of the model
Klein geometry by the dieomorphism corresponding to the bundle isomorphism. If we think of matrix
groups then (255) can be expressed, by using indeces, in
SKC(!; g) =  1
2
Z
M
Tr(
 ^ 
) =  1
4
Z
M
Tr(
ab

ab)  1: (256)
Where we denote indeces of the Klein{Cartan case as a; b; c;   . In this paper we use this notation.
5.2 Reductive Klein{Cartan gauge theory
Let us discuss the reductive case. Let (P;M; ~;H) be a Cartan geometry modeled on a simply-connected
Klein geometry (G;G=H; ;H). We denote Lie algebras of G, H to be g, h, respectively. Then we always
have
g = h p (257)
for some vector space p as a vector space structure. Here, we are allowed to choose p as g=h since we
treat a Cartan geometry modeled on simply-connected Klein geometry, and g=h is Lie algebra of G=H in
this case. Thus, the above relation is wrote in
g = h g=h: (258)
Then, if g=h is also Ad(H)-invariant, namely, if we have
[h; h]  h; [h; g=h]  g=h; (259)
we say the corresponding Cartan geometry to be reductive.
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In the reductive case, there are a few noteworthy properties. Since a Cartan connection, say !, is a
section of P Ad g-valued 1-form, so we can split ! into two parts, !h and !g=h, and we have
! = !h + !g=h: (260)
According to this fact, also, we are allowed to split the curvature of the connection ! into two parts

 = 
h +
g=h; (261)
where 
h and 
g=h are given as following

h = d!h + !h ^ !h; (262)

g=h = d!g=h + !g=h ^ !g=h + !h ^ !g=h + !g=h ^ !h; (263)
due to the algebra (259). (262) is nothing but the curvature of the connection on P . If we use the
covariant exterior derivative of P Ad g-valued forms then (263) is also written as

g=h = d!h!g=h + !g=h ^ !g=h (264)
The meaning of the rst term of (264), which is called the generalized-torsion, is revealed in the section
6.1. Notice that gauge transformations are acting independentely on h-part and g=h-part, thus, we have
the Bianchi identity in the separated-form, namely,
d!h
h = 0 (265)
and
d!g=h
g=h = 0: (266)
In this case, the Klein{Cartan action (255) breaks into three part
SKC(!h; !g=h; g) =
1
2
Z
M
 
h;
h  1 + 1
2
Z
M
 
g=h;
g=h  1 +
Z
M
 
h;
g=h  1: (267)
because the commutativity of the metric. Especially, in the cases of matrix groups, we have
SKC(!h; !g=h; g) =  1
2
Z
M
Tr (
h ^ 
h)  1
2
Z
M
Tr
 

g=h ^ 
g=h
  Z
M
Tr
 

h ^ 
g=h

; (268)
or in index notation
SKC(!h; !g=h; g) =  1
4
Z
M
Tr


h
ab
hab

1  1
4
Z
M
Tr


g=h
ab
g=hab

1  1
2
Z
M
Tr


h
ab
g=hab

1:
(269)
Note that, in the reductive case, the Klein{Cartan action depends independently on two variables !h
and !g=h.
5.3 Inonu{Wigner contraction
We mention briey to the Inonu{Wigner contraction. Suppose that for the Lie algebra g we have
g = gS  gR (270)
where gS , gR are the semisiple Lie subalgebra of g, the radical of g (i.e., maximal solvable ideal), respec-
tively. Levi's theorem allows this decomposition [26], [28]. Also suppose that we have the Z=2-grading
algebra for gS and gR, namely, we have
[gS ; gS ]  gS ; [gS ; gR]  gR; [gR; gR]  gS : (271)
Choosing a basis fTg ( = 1; 2;    ; dim(gS)) and fTag (a = 1; 2;    ; dim(gR)) for gS and gR, respec-
tively, we can express the above algebras into
[T; T ] = ifT
 ; [T; Ta] = ifabT
b; [Ta; Tb] = ifabT
 (272)
where we use Einstein's summation convention. Then, we consider a transformation given by
~Ti = Uij()T j (273)
where Uij() are given by
U() =  ; (274)
Uab() = f()ab; (275)
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Ua() = Ua() = 0; (276)
for some smooth function f() dened on a some open interval including 0 satisfying f()! 0 for ! 0.
For this transformations, these algebras transform into
[~gS ; ~gS ]  ~gS ; [~gS ; ~gR]  ~gR; [~gR; ~gR]  ~gS : (277)
In other words, we gain a new couple of Lie algebras
[ ~T; ~T ] = i ~f ~T
 ; [ ~T; ~Ta] = i ~fab ~T
b; [ ~Ta; ~Tb] = i ~f
ab ~T; (278)
where f ~Tg ( = 1; 2;    ; dim(~gS)) and f ~Tag (a = 1; 2;    ; dim(~gR)) are basis of ~gS and ~gR, and structure
constants f ~fijkg are given by
~f = f ; ~fa = fa; ~fab() = f()
2fab: (279)
Thus, when we take the limit of ! 0, then the right-hand side of the last relation of (279) becomes 0.
Hence, also, the right-hand side of the last rerlations of (277) and (278) are 0. Namely, the new algebra
~gR becomes abelian. However, it is known that this contraction does not determine in unique way, and
there are always problems of convergensity concerning with the rst and second relations of (277) and
(278).
Notice that if Lie algebras (258) and (259) in the section 5.2 also satisfy an algebra [g=h; g=h]  h,
the Lie algebra g is allowed to reduct into h by using the Inonu-Wigner contraction.
6 MacDowell{Mansouri model on the FLRW-spacetime as an
application of Klein{Cartan gauge theory
In this section we present the MacDowell{Mansouri gravity of the de Sitter, anti-de Sitter and Minkowski
spacetimes, as an application of the Klein{Cartan gauge theory. This section almost owe to [22], [23].
6.1 Preparations: Homogeneous spacetime models
First of all, we treat very concretely three homogeneous spacetime models, namely, the de Sitter, anti-de
Sitter and Minkowski spacetimes, from the view ponit of their Lie algebra. Note that, as we mensioned
in the section 3.7, these spacetimes are vacuum-solutions of Einstein equation with the cosmological term
(155).
Now, corresponding symmetry groups are given by
G =
8<: SO(4; 1) de SitterISO(3; 1) Minkowski
SO(3; 2) Anti de Sitter
(280)
and their Lie algebras are given by
g =
8<: so(4; 1) de Sitteriso(3; 1) Minkowski
so(3; 2) Anti de Sitter
(281)
with the following fundamental representations0BBBB@
0 b1 b2 b3 p
0=l
b1 0 j
3  j2 p1=l
b2  j3 0 j1 p2=l
b3 j
2  j1 0 p3=l
p0=l  p1=l  p2=l  p3=l 0
1CCCCA = jiJi + biBi + 1l paPa (282)
where (Ji; Bi) are generators of Lorentz transformations, Pa = (P0; Pi) are generators of translations, and
l is a converted-scale factor. The meaning of this term is revealed in the section 6.2. These generators
satisfy the following commutation relations
[Ji; Jj ] =  ijkJk; [Bi; Jj ] =  ijkBk; [Bi; Bj ] = ijkJk; (283)
[Pi; Jj ] =  ijkP k; [Pi; Bj ] =  ijP0; [P0; Ji] = 0; [P0; Bi] =  Pi; (284)
[Pi; Pj ] =  ijkJk; [P0; Pi] =  Bi; (285)
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where  is given by
 =
8<: +1 de Sitter0 Minkowski 1 Anti de Sitter: (286)
All of these spacetime-models are homogeneous and become automatically Klein geometries like (G;G=H; )
for H = SO(3; 1) and  : G! G=H; g ! [g].
Here let us introduce metric of these Klein geometries. To do this, we consider two cases:  6= 0 and
 = 0. The former cases is easy, we just dene non-degenerate Ad(H)-invariant metric of it as
(; ) =   
2
Tr(): (287)
The latter cases is a little bit technical because the metric (287) becomes degenerate. In this case, we
use a short exact sequence like
0! R3;1 f1! iso(3; 1) f2! so(3; 1)! 0 (288)
for an one-to-one homomorphism f1, an onto homomorphism f2 given respectively by
f1 : R3;1 ! iso(3; 1);
0BB@
p0
p1
p2
p3
1CCA 7! 1l paPa; (289)
f2 : iso(3; 1)! so(3; 1); jiJi + biBi + 1
l
paPa 7! ji ~Ji + bi ~Bi (290)
where ~Ji and ~Bi are dened to be0BB@
0 b1 b2 b3
b1 0 j
3  j2
b2  j3 0 j1
b3 j
2  j1 0
1CCA = ji ~Ji + bi ~Bi: (291)
Then we have Imf1 = Kerf2. Also, we can dene an one-to-one homomorphism for a xed-translation
paPa, namely, a splitting of the sequence like
 : so(3; 1)! iso(3; 1); ji ~Ji + bi ~Bi 7! jiJi + biBi + 1
l
paPa (292)
with f2   = Idso(3;1). Hence we have a semi-direct product
iso(3; 1) = so(3; 1)nR3;1: (293)
This means that a non-degenerate Ad(H)-invariant metric of iso(3; 1) is composed from the metric of
so(3; 1) given by (287) and Minkowskian metric of R3;1 with signature ( +++).
Now, since we have three types of Klein geometry, (G;G=H; ;H), with non-degenerate metric, we can
construct Cartan geometries, (P;M; ~;H), corresponding to these Klein geometries. From the section 5.1
and the section 5.2, we can discuss Klein{Cartan gauge theories of them. To begin with, let us calculate
curvatures, namely, we write down (261) concretely. To do this, we denote !g=h to be 
!g=h
a
4
=
1
l
ea;
 
!g=h
4
a
=  
l
ea (294)
because of (282). Then we have

ab = 
h
a
b  

l2
ea ^ eb + 1
l
T ab (295)
where we put
T = d!he (296)
in matrix notation. Note that we have the isomorphism
g=h ' R3;1 (297)
where h = so(3; 1). This isomorphism suggests that e can be interpreted as the inverse of a coframe
eld, since e is a section of the associated vector bundle (P Ad g=h) 
 T M , and P is always locally
isomorphic to U  H for any open set of M (see section 4), thus, together with (297), we have e as a
section of (U Ad R3;1)
 T M because any ber of a principal bundle is invariant for left-multiplication
of H. Also, from this fact, we can regard (296) as the torsion eld of the geometry.
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As a nal note on this section, we mension to the relation between Inonu{Wigner contraction and
these spacetime model. Note that we have
g = h g=h (298)
and algebras
[h; h]  h; [h; g=h]  g=h; [g=h; g=h]  h (299)
from (283), (284) and (285), respectively. Thus we can perform Inonu-Wigner contraction, and we get a
new algebras
[~h; ~h]  ~h; [~h; ~g=h]  ~g=h; [ ~g=h; ~g=h]  0: (300)
This result suggests that when we perform Inonu{Wigner contraction of (281) down to h we get the
iso(3; 1)-algebras, because the transformation (273) under (274), (275) and (276) does not change struc-
ture constants of iso(3; 1)-part, due to the rst and second formula of (279). This means that performing
Inonu-Wigner contraction is the same thing to putting  = 0, namely, considering the case of iso(3; 1).
Note that in this case (295) becomes simply

 = 
h +
1
l
T: (301)
6.2 MacDowell{Mansouri gravity
In order to derive the MacDowell{Mansouri action, suppose that we have homogeneous spacetime models
introduced in the section 6.1. As stated in the section 6.1, since an ingredient of the connection !
(see (260) in the section 5.2), ea, given in (294) corresponding to g=h-part coincides the coframe eld,
eI , presented in the section 3.8, thus we should regard indeces a; b; c;    as internal indeces I; J;K;   .
Similarly, the other ingredient of the connection !, !h, coincides the connection of the internal space, !,
in the Palatini formalism because the connection form given in (188) and (189) in the section 3.8 takes
its values in so(3; 1). Hence, !h also inherits internal space indeces I; J;K;    instead of original indeces
a; b; c;   , and this means that the curvature R in the Palatini formalism is replaced by 
h. Accounting
for all of these arguements, we can rewrite the Palatini action (190), using 2!  XIJ = IJKLXKL, as
following
Spal(!h; e) =
Z
M
Tr

e ^ e ^ 
h   2
3
e ^ e ^ (e ^ e)

: (302)
Where the trace is simply the matrix trace, and T is the internal space in Palatini's formalism.
On the other hand, from the section 6.1 we have the relation (295) in the cases of  = +1; 1, thus
we have

 = 
h   
l2
e ^ e (303)
where we assume T = 0 because of Einstein's equivalence principle. Thus, putting (303) into the Klein{
Cartan action (256) and calculating it, we gain
SKC(!h; e) =  1
2
Z
Tr(
h ^ 
h) + 
l2
Z
Tr(e ^ e ^ 
h)  
2l2
Z
Tr(e ^ e ^ (e ^ e))

: (304)
Here, since the second term in the above action must coincide with the Palatini action (302) excepting
constant multiple, thus we get

2l2
=
2
3
; or l2 =
1
4
l20; (305)
where l0 is the scale factor given in the section 3.6. Then, we get the result
SKC(!h; e) =  1
2
Z
Tr(
h ^ 
h) + 4
3
Spal(!h; e) (306)
Note that the rst term in the right-hand side depends only on the connection !h corresponding to
h. The latter statement is suggesting that the rst term is topological invariant because the covariant
exterior derivative d!h and  are commutative. Indeed, we can verify that
d!h(X) = d (X) + [!h; X] =  (dX + [!h; X]) = d!hX (307)
by using the property [X; Y ] =  [X;Y ] for so(3; 1)-valued forms X;Y . This property is straightforward
conclusion derived by

0BB@
0 a b c
a 0 d e
b  d 0 f
c  e  f 0
1CCA =
0BB@
0  f e  d
 f 0 c  b
e  c 0 a
 d b  a 0
1CCA : (308)
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Hence if we vary (306) with respect to !h then the topological term drops out because of the Bianchi
identity d!h
h = 0 (see (265) and (266) in the section 5.2). Thus, in classical level, the Klein-Cartan
action comes back to the Palatini action excepting the dierence of multiple 4=3. Accounting this fact,
we dene the MacDowell{Mansuri action to be
SMM (!h; e)  3
4
SKC(!h; e) = Stop(!h) + Spal(!h; e); (309)
where Stop(!h) is given by
Stop(!h) =  1
2
Z
3
4
Tr(
h ^ 
h): (310)
Notice that, in classical, this theory a priori includes the cosmological constant, namely, we have achived
to gain an explanation of the geometric origin of the cosmological constant. That is, mapping this action
with neglecting the topological term from the internal space to the spacetime by the coframe eld, we
achieve the action (155) in the section 3.5.
In order to verify the gauge invariancy of this action, although this is a trivial statement since
MacDowell{Mansouri gravity is a special case of the Klein{Cartan gauge theory, it suces to rewrite
(309) in index notation
SMM (!h; e) =  1
4
Z
M
3
4
Tr(
IJ
IJ)  1: (311)
Here, notice that the 1 relaties with ?1 by using the coframe eld as following
1 = 1p g IJKLe
I
e
J
 e
K
 e
L
 
 ? 1: (312)
Finally, let us perform the Inonu{Wigner contraction of this theory. As we mensioned in the section
6.1, since this means  = 0, the topological term (310) becames meaningless due to  = 0 by (305).
However, this does not become a problem because this term vanishes when we vary (309) with respect
to !h. Namely, we have only to perform Inonu{Wigner contraction after varying the action with respect
to !g. Thus we obtain
Spal(!h; e) =
Z
M
Tr (e ^ e ^ 
h) : (313)
Mapping this action from the internal space to the spacetime by the coframe eld, we comes back to the
Einstein's original action (146) in the section 3.3.
7 Summary and outlook
In rst few sections we had constructed mathematical instruments of gauge theory, namely, the vec-
tor bundle and principal bundle, together with their application for physical theories, Einstein's general
theory of relativity and Yang{Mills theory. Especially, in the former part, we had introduced the FLRW-
spacetime in vacuum case, and we knew that all of the de Sitter, anti-de Sitter and Minkowski spacetimes
are described by the FLRW-spacetime. In addition, we understood each spacetime have the correspond-
ing symmetry group, ISO(3; 1), SO(4; 1) and SO(3; 2), respectively. Then, using the fact that those
groups have a common subgroup SO(3; 1), we made Cartan geometries (P;M; ~;H) modeled on Klein
geometries (G;G=H; ;H), and applying the Klein{Cartan gauge theory, we got the following results,
namely, MacDowell{Mansouri action:
SMM (!h; e)  3
4
SKC(!h; e) = Stop(!h) + Spal(!h; e) (314)
where the curvature is given by

 = 
h   
l2
e ^ e (315)
and we set the converted-scale factor l to be

2l2
=
2
3
; or l2 =
1
4
l20: (316)
Namely, this theory involves a priori the cosmological constant, starting arguements from a quadratic
Lagrangian like other interactions in Yang{Mills theory.
In addition, when we vary this action with respect to !h the topological term Stop(!h) drops out.
Furtheremore, performing the Inonu{Wigner contraction of the symmetry group G down to the subgroup
H, then we gained
Spal(!h; e) =
Z
M
Tr (e ^ e ^ 
h) : (317)
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This is just Einstein's theory in terms of Palatini formalism. Also, we may search MacDowell{Mansouri
models of other structure groups having a subgroup SO(3; 1), namely, conformal groups.
Throughout this paper, we have seen that Einstein's general theory of relativity is the sort of gauge
theory with respect to a vector bundle, on the other hand, Yang{Mills theory and Klein{Cartan gauge
theory are the sort of gauge theory with respect to a principal bundle. Namely, Einstein's theory and
MacDowell{Mansouri models have the dierent back ground of geometry. Thus, in order to emphasize
this dierence, we call these models the gauge theory of gravity.
The next approach to this theory may be 1. Supergravity and 2. Quantization. The rst was the
original mativation of the MacDowell{Mansouri theory. In their search, they used Sp(4) for the Einstein's
general theory of relativity and OSp(1; 4) for supergravity as the symmetry group of the theory. Next,
we should quantize them and check their renormalizability. It is most likely that these theories are non-
renormalizable but they can be considered as the low-energy approximations to the superstring theory.
In addition, although we have discussed only in vacuum case but the real universe of course have
matters, so, 3. Coupling to matters is also an important problem of this theory. Also, concerning with
this problem, 4. Applying to dark energy models are worthwhile to search because these models have
quadratic Lagrangians, diering from the Einstein{Hilbert action, and the cosmological constant takes a
priori part in. These conditions may play a crucial role to explore not only the late universe but also the
early universe.
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A Elementary formulas for general theory of relativity in La-
grangian formalism
gg =  gg ; (318)
g =  ggg : (319)
One can show this from gg = 

.
g = ggg ; g =  ggg : (320)
One can show this from using the cofactor expansion of determinant and (319).
(
p g) =  1
2
p ggg : (321)
This is a straightforward conclusion from (320).
  =
1
2
g(5g +5g  5g); (322)
this is a direct result of the variation of (126) with respect to the metric tensor.
R = 5   5 : (323)
One can show this from (322).
R =
1
2
gf5 5 g +5 5 g  5(5g +5g)g; (324)
R = (gR) = Rg
 +5!; ! = 5gg  5g: (325)
These results are obtained by contructing indices of (323) and calculating its variation with respect to
the metric.
B A derivation of Ehresmann connection
This derivation is a translation of [12] through my understanding.
Suppose that we have (211). Since Ra : P ! P induces the push-forward operator Ra : TP ! TP
for each a 2 G, we have Ra!(A) = !(RaA) 2 TuaP for a A = uA 2 TuP . This means that we have
to replace s with sa. Thus, after straightforward calculations of (211), we get (216). (217) is obvious
because s 1 ds is a Cartan-Mourer form and A is a fundamental vector eld on P .
Conversely, we assume that (216) and (217). Notice, here, that we always have (214). Then, for
p 2 U \ U and X 2 TpM , we have
!(X) = 

!(X) = !(

) = !f(   ) (X)g: (326)
Here, let us consider the meaning of the term     to continue computations. To do this, suppose
that we have a smooth path (t) : [0; 1]!M satisfying (0) = p, and d(t)=dtjt=0 = X. Then, since we
have  : T(t)M ! T((t))P , for X(t) 2 T(t)M , we also have
(X(t)) =
d
dt
((t)): (327)
In particular, when t = 0 it becomes
(X) =
d
dt
((t))jt=0: (328)
Similarly, for X(t), we have
 (X) =
d
dt
 ((t))jt=0: (329)
Hence, we can calculate (   ) (X) as follows
(   ) (X) = ddtf((t)) ((t))gjt=0
= f ddt((t))   ((t))gjt=0 + f((t))  ddt ((t))gjt=0
= (X)   (p) + (p)   (X):
(330)
Using the transition function, we gain
(   ) (X) = (X)   (p) + (p) (p) 1 (X): (331)
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Here, from A   (p) 1 (X) 2 g, thus A(p)  (p)A becomes a fundamental vector eld. Thus,
we get
(   ) (X) = (X)   (p) +A(p): (332)
Therefore, we can show (211) through the following computations
!(X) = !f(   )Xg
= !f(X) (p)g+ !(A(p))
= !fR (p)(X)g+  (p) 1d (p)(X)
= f (p) 1(!) (p) +  (p) 1d (p)g(X);
(333)
where in the second line we use (332), in the third line we use (217) and in the last line we use (216),
respectively.
C Elementary formulas for Yang{Mills and Klein{Cartan gauge
theory

 = dD!; (334)
where ! is connection form of a vector bundle or a principal bundle, 
 is the curvature of !. We can
check this using (89) and (102) in ane space. Namely, it suces to use !s = ! + s! and perform
cauculatations.
Tr( ^ ) = ( 1)pqTr( ^ ); (335)
where  2  (End(E)
Vp T M),  2  (End(E)
Vq T M), for a vector bundle (E;M; ). We can verify
this using (49) after straightforward calculations.
Tr([; ]) = 0: (336)
This is direct result from (335).
Tr(dD) = dTr(); (337)
where  2  (End(E)
VT M). We can show this by using (102).Z
M
Tr(dD ^ ) = ( 1)p+1
Z
M
Tr( ^ dD); (338)
where  2  (End(E) 
 Vp T M),  2  (End(E) 
 Vq T M) and p + q = n   1, for a vector bundle
(E;M; ), and the dimension of bers n. we can prove this using (86), (337) and Stokes's theorem on
compact manifolds. Z
M
Tr( ^ ?) =
Z
M
Tr( ^ ?) (339)
This is a result of the denition of the Hodge star operator and the invariancy for transposing of matrices.
D Holonomies
This section mostly owe to [9],[12],[39].
Suppose that we have a vector bundle (E;M; ) with a connection D, and a smooth path  : [0; 1]!
M , which is included by an open set U of M . Then we dene the parallel transformation of a vector (t)
of a ber E(t) to be a linear transformation satisfying the following equation
D0(t)(t) = 0;
d
dt
(t) + !(0(t))(t) = 0: (340)
Note that, in Einstein's general theory of relativity, this equation corresponds to the geodesic equation
(2). Then, we can easily integrate this, and we get
(t) = (0) 
Z t
0
dt1!(
0(t1))(t1): (341)
Replacing (t1) with (341) itself, and continuing this process, we gain
(t) = P exp

 
Z t
0
ds!(0(s))

(0) 
 1X
n=0
( 1)n
n!
Z
ti2[0;1]
dt1    dtnP!(0(t1))   !(0(tn))
!
(0)
(342)
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where P means the path-ordered product17. Then we dene a holonomy H(;D) along with the path 
to be a linear operator (because of (340))
H(;D)  P exp

 
Z t
0
ds!(0(s))

: (343)
Thus, a holonomy is just an operator which generates parallel transformation of vectors of E.
Although we have considered a case that an open set U contains the whole of the path , we next
consider a continuous path which is composed by pathes i (i = 1;    ; n) such that each path is contained
by an open set Ui of M . Then we can dene a holonomy by
H(n    1; D) = H(n; D)   H(1; D): (344)
Thus we can introduce a product into the set consisted of all holonomies. Furtheremore, we can think of
its inverse
H( 1; D) = H(;D) 1; (345)
and the identity
H(1p; D) = 1 (346)
where 1p : [0; 1] ! p. Hence, a set consisted of all holonomies becomes a group. We call it a holonomy
group.
Finally, let us consider gauge transformations of holonomies. For (t) 2 E(t), an element g((t)) of
a Lie group G acts on (t) as following
(t) = g((t))(t): (347)
Then, after straightforward calculations, we get
d
dt
(t) =  0(t)!0(t)(t); !0(t) = g((t))!(t)g((t)) 1 + g((t))@g((t)) 1: (348)
This suggests that parallel transformations is invariant for gauge transformations. Then, we also verify
the transformation law of holonomies as following
H(;D0) = g((1)) 1H(;D)g((0)): (349)
If we take  as a loop based at p 2M then the following quantitiy becomes gauge-invariant
W (;D)  Tr(H(;D)): (350)
We call it a Wilson loop. Applications of Wilson loops are given in [39].
17Strictly speaking, we must prove that this integral uniquely converges. A method of its proof is given in [9].
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